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A STUDY 07 ORftATTTTTm nA^<^ t?or BUSINESS
GIRLS IN THE UNITED STATES
I« The ProTjlem and Method of Study
A survey of camping literature will show that iriiile a
great deal has heen written about organized camps for children,
there is practically nothing in print concerning organized campii
for "business girls. If, as Charles W, Eliot once said, "The
organized summer camp is the most important step in education
that America has given the world," it seems reasonable to sup-
pose that business girls, many of whom would still be school
girls were it not for economic conditions, may reeeiye great
benefit from camp life. With this idea in mind, I decided to
study a few of the organized camps for business girls now in
operation, in order to reach some conclusions on the following
points:
1. The Talue and importance of business girls* camps,
as Judged by those studied.
2. The desirability of having more of these camps*
3. The probable future of these camps*
To have some sort of standard by which to judge, it was
first necessary to make a caxeful study of the available
printed material on the organized summer camp. Since the camp-
ing material is concerned almost entirely with organized chil-
dren's camps, the differences, especially in regard to the
progpram, between these camps and those for business girls had
to be considered.
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Por purposes of limitation one representative camp of each
of the following fire types of "business girls' camps was studied
i
Young Women's Christian Association Camps, Church Society Camps,
ICirls' Club Camps, Municipal Camps and Business and Industrial
Camps. Wherever possible a personal interview with the camp
director was obtained; sind when this was not possible, the ques-
tionnaire metiiod was used. Since I have had ten years* experience
as a counselor at Camp Sherwood, the New York Telephone Company's
camp for its women employees, I shall use that camp for my most
j
detailed study and also as a basis for expressing my own opinion
on certain phases of business girls' camps.
II* A Brief History of the Organized Camping Movement
Although camping is the oldest of all modes of living, it
Is only within the last fifty years that the organized summer
camp, as we Imow it today, has been in existence. It was in the
summer of 1881 that Ernest Balch founded Casrp Chocorua on
lAsquam LaXe, New Hampshire. Mr. BsuLch writes, concerning this
important event:
••I first thought of the boys* camp as an institution in
1880. The miserable condition of boys belonging to well-
to-do families in summer hotels, considered from the
point of view of their right development, set me to look-
ing for a substitute. That year and 1881 I had thought
out the main lines of a boys* camp. That year, also,
with two boys, I made a short camping trip to Big Asquam.
In 1881 I occupied and bought Chocorua Island."
There were, however, unknown to Mr. Balch, other men before
lis time who took boys camping during the summer. Some writers
I Sargent, Porter. Handbook for Summer Camp
3
« 8th Edition
I93I9 p. 36*

5 .
feel strongly that to Mr. Frederick William Gunn should go the
credit for establishing the first organized camp» because in
1861 he opened Camp Gunnery in Wa^ington, Connecticut, in con-
2 3
nection with his boys* school, '
The camp idea was not cordially received by most educators
of that day, who felt that a camp was a place to send a boy
only if he had nowhere else to go. Fortunately there were a fei|
school men who were willing to investigate this startling inno-
vation before passing judgment, notably General Armstrong of
the Hampton School for Boys and Professor Wentworth of Exeter
Academy. General Armstrong actually lived at Camp Chocorua for
weeks, studying both the theory and practice of the camp life*
The enthusiasm expressed in articles which he wrote for maga-
zines and books was contagious; and other camps began to be
established. One of these was opened by the Hev. Ms Kichols
as Camp Harvard at Stow, Massachusetts, in 1882. Taken over by
Dr. Winthrop T. Talbot two years later, it was moved to Lake
Awquam, New Hampshire, and renamed Camp Asquam. Porter Sargent
in his Handbook of sui^**/*
^''"rff quotes the following interesting
description of this camp in the summer of 1889« It is the recol
lection of Louis D* Bement, d. Greenfield manufacturer, who was
a twelve year old camper that siuomer:
"The camp was situated onsloping ground well up
from the shore of Squam Lake, near Holderness, New
Hampshire, and commanded a beautiful view of that pic-
turesque lake with its islands and the surrounding
mountains.
"There were four buildings; a combination dining
2 Lehman, Eugene. When and by Whom was the First Camp Founded?
Camps and Camping 19 29, p. 39.
Solomon, Ben. Camping as a National Movement, Camp Life,
March 1930, p-
'
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hall and cook shack, the director's cabin and two
dormitories. These latter held some twenty bunks
lined up against the two side walls, while at one
end there was a large field- stone fireplace*
"Down on the shore of the leike was a boathouse
which held some five or six rowboats of the Adiron-
dack type, as canoes were considered too dangerous
for boys in those days.
"All of the work of the camp with the exception
of the cooking was done by the boys Mornings
were given over to camp work and swimming. After
dinner there were baseball, tennis, rowing and short
hikes. Occasionally there would be an all day hike
planned* Some botsuiy was studied and, in a very
elementary way, zoology* As a final end-up for the summer
summer there came the hike through the Presidential
Range."
At first the camping movement was confined to Hew England,
but in 1885 Mr* Dudley established Camp Dudley, at Westport on
Lake Champlain, where it still exists, now under the management
of the State Executive Conmittee of the New York Young Men*8
Christian Association*
During thencct twenty years organized camps spread slowly
but surely, gradually covering more and more of the country*
After the World War they took a sudden spurt; and today there
are organized camps for boys all over the United States*
Not until 1888 is there any mention of girls* camps, but
once such camps were firmly established their popularity grew
by leaps and bounds. Dr. and Mrs. Luther Gulick, the first to
see the possibilities of camping for girls, opened a camp on
the Thames River at New London, Connecticut, for their own daugl;iters;
and later other girls were invited to come on a paying basis*
This camp continued with but a short interruption until, in 1910,
Sargent, Porter. A Handbook of o"^"^99 Qg Of Summer Camps
. 1931, p. 37.

it was moTed to Lake Sebago, Maine, and renamed Camp Sebago-
Wohelo, now called the Luther Gulick Camps.
A splendid girls* camp - Camp Kehonka - was established in
1902 at Wolfboro, New Hampshire by Miss Laura I. Mattoon, a
teacher in a private school for girls in New York City. As Mr*
Sargent points out: "This was a startling thing to do, to take
reputable Hew York girls intheir teens and young women into the
woods. It scandalized some of the good schoolmistresses to liear
that she let the girls run around in the broad daylight in
bloomers." ^
It is from such pioneer beginnings that we hare arrived at
the many and varied types of camps in existence today. Some ide^
of the number and variety is given in Table I, which gives the
statistics for 1929 and is quoted by Sanders from the report of
the Sub-committee on Summer Vacation Activities of the School
Child of the White House Conference on Child Health and Protec-
tion. ^
Since 1929, however, there has been a 3^ drop in the num-
ber of private camps and a 43^ decrease in the number of campersj
due in large measure to the economic depression. This loss is
act 80 gre^t as it might appear on the surface. Mr. Solomon
points out that, "during the same period, public and semi-
public camps not only materially increased in number, but the
general demand for camping vacations taxed their facilities to
the limit. More than a million children went to these camps
7
this past summer." The decrease is rather a warning that
^ Sargent, Porter. A Handbook of Summer Camps . 8th Edition 19 SI,
° Sanders, J. E, Safety and Health in Orpcanized Camps, p. 3.
Solomon, Ben. Children First, Gamp Life 4 (Nov. 1932), p. 2.
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priTate camps are failing to satisfy their public in certain
respects and that, instead of blaming the falling off solely on
the depression, they should take careful stock of themselves.
The summer csunp as an institution has undoubtedly made a
place for itself inthe United States. Its future lies not in
how many camps are established, but in how many f^ood camps there
are*
III. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A SUCCESSFUL CAMP
1. Camp Location
The tremendous importance of the location of a camp as a
factor in its success or failure is well stated by Mr. Brooks
in A Handbook of the Outdoors .
"In locating a camp there should be careful considera-
tion of everything that will contribute to the good
health, the happiness and the training of the campers
and to the effectiveness of the camp program. If a
boy dies from an infection caused by drinking impure
water, if one girl loses her life because conditions
are not as they should be, or if any avoidable acci-
dent befalls the camp, regrets will never cease. The
one who chooses a camp site for large numbers of young
people asstames a great responsibility."
There are several factors which must be considered in the
selection of an ideal site for an organized camp. Of outstand-
ing importance is the matter of water supply. An adequate
amount of pure water, not only for drinking, but also for sani-
tary and swimming purposes, is fundamental. It has been esti-
mated that "an average of not less than forty gallons per person
per day is necessary for drinking and sanitary purposes if flood
8=
Brooks, B.A. A Handbook of the Outdoors , p. 183
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TABLE I
The Number of Organized Camps for Children in the United States
No, of No. of
Organization Camps Children
Private Camps 2,100 100,000
Boy Scout Camps 650 300,000
Girl Scout Camps 423 46,000
Camp Pi re Girls 128 85,000
Other National Orgajaizations 50 2,500
Fraternal orders, welfare organizations,
church and institutional camps 500 150,000
xY. M. C. A. (ages as high as 22) 540 90,000
xY. W. C. A. (ages as high as 22)
Girl Reserves 217 40,000
Specialty and Disability Camps 300 35,000
X 4H Camps (Dept. of Agriculture) 2.560 214.000
7,368 1,062,500
X Official figures
Sub- committee on Summer Vacation Activities of the
School Child. Preliminary Report--Section III C. VI-28, 1929.
White HouseConference on Child Health and Protection.
< ..... ^ .. . , . . ,
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toilets and showers are used." The drinking water must "be
protected from surface drainage and sewage, and no matter where
it is secured, must be carefully tested. The State Department
of Health will usually test samples of water and will return a
detailed report as to its condition. These analyses should be
ade before camp opens and once a week during the camp season.
At the same time that the drinking water is being tested, the
swimming water should also be analyzed. The mere fact that
swimming water looks clean is no guarcintee at all that it is
really fit for swimming. Water may be obtained from a well, a
riyer, or a lake, and through a purification process can be made)
ayailable for camp use. The chlorinating method of purifying
water is the one most generally recommended*
Another factor to be considered in the location of a camp
is whether or not there is good natural drainage. Camps should
be built on high ground so that there is no danger of flooding
during rainy weather, A porous, sandy or gravelly subsoil is
good, whereas clay soil is poor because it easily becomes muddy.
The ground selected should have a gradual slope with some flat
sureas for athletic activities*
A safe protected spot should be chosen, with both wooded at^d
open spaces available. Plenty of trees are necessary for shade
and beauty and, at the same time, open spaces are essential for
sunshine and camp recreation. There should be an eastern expo-
sure if possible, for, as one writer points out,
-The most de-
sirable site naturally is on a stream or lake with an eastern
Allen, Hazel. Camps and Their Modern Administration , p, 83,
•[
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escposure so that the woods to the west of the oamp site will
offer shade against the hot afternoon sun**.
Mostpeople consider the presence of water- -a river, lake or
ocean--Yery desirable for a camp site. Swimming and boating
play such a large part in caap life and add so much enjoyment
to it that a camp without it is handicapped. The body of water
to be used should be carefully examined for possible sources of
pollution, hidden rocks, deep holes or sudden drop-offs into
deep water* A small lake offers an ideal location because it is
unusually safe for swimming and boating*
The desirable size of the camp grounds is a debatable sub-
ject* The Girl Scout recommendation for a permanent camp is,
•An acre of land per girl is not any too much to provide for an
adequate layout, protection against undesirable neighbors, room
to explore and for development. Less acreage might be considerei^
where the camp adjoins state parks, forest reserves, etc."
The average size is usually about 20 acres for the immediate camp
12
property and about 104 1/2 acres for the total camp.
Another point which must not be overlooked is the importano|^
of selecting an attractive place for the camp. To quote
Mr* Brooks:
"If your camp looks toward a region of great beauty,
if it has in view a distant lake or mountain, if it faces
the rising Ewn or the setting sun, the glorious pictures
will long remain on memory's walls and will give develop-
ment to esthetic tastes that before were content to
find ideals in things of lesser value* ^3
The final matter to be considered in the location of the
camp is its situation in regard to privacy, distance from home
to Cox, Charles G* Camp Sanitation is an Important Public Health
11
problem. The Nation's Health 8 (July, 1926) p. 460,
Girl Scouts, Inc. Minimum Standards
_for Girl Scout Gamna n12 See Weir, L. H. Camullltf Out . tJ. alf?. ^ ^ ^ pipg , p< LI
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and transportation facilities. The Girl Scouts specify that,
"The canp must he located with enough remoteness from civiliza-
tionto afford campers a sense of independence and resourcefulness*
yood supplies and medical service must be within easy reach
"^^i
Privacy is essential; for nothing gp oils a camp more than too
close proximity to towns or cities, to main highways or summer
resorts. In private camps the distance from the homes of the
campers is relatively unimportant, hut in organifation camps it
is of real consequence because of the frequent shifting of the
campers and the need for cheap transportation. Yet the site
must be far enough away to discourage the ever-present nuisance
of too much visiting by parents and friends* The Girl Scout
anual suggests that, '*The camp site may be twenty-five miles
to one hundred and twenty-five miles f© m the city, but that
transportation should not amount to more than 25% of the amount
15
Of the board".
Table II shows the minimum, maximum and average distance
from home communities of eighteen different groups of camps,
including a total of one hundred and seventy- one organizati on
camps, and is taken from Camping Out ,
At the same time, the camp must be located within easy
distance of sources of fresh food supplies, and adequate facili-
ties must be available for transporting both food and campers*
From three to five miles is a good distance to be located from
the nearest village*
2. Camp Leadership
Minimum Standards for Girl Scout Camps , p 12Girl Scouts, Inc
Ibid., p. 12.
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TABLE II
Location of Community Organization Camps: Average Distance
from Home Towns (in Miles)
Number Range of Mileage Average
Records Mileage
Studied Camp Classifications Shortest Longest from Home
3 Church ( or Church
28,0 62.0 49.3
11 10.0 50.0 32.8
17
Institutional
:
1.2 67.0 24.2
6
Girls' Clubs
1.0 110.0 53.5
5 1.0 60.0 33.8
1 Boys' Clubs 80.0 80.0 80.0
4 Juvenile Aid Societies 42.0 56.0 47.0
5 Miscellaneous (Adult) 11.0 45.0 24.0
2 Girls' Friendly Society 27.0 45.0 36.0
5 Camp Fire Girls 12.0 65.0 33.6
8 Girl Scouts 2.5 53.5 22.5
52 Boy Scouts 2.0 200.00 37.5
17 Y. W. C. A 2.0 110.0 33.0
16 Y. M. C. A 2.0 300.0 58.6
3 Y. M. H. A 11.0 76.0 44.0
7 Municipal 12.0 165.0 94.7
3 School or College * .
.
4.0 112.0 43.6
6 Industrial 6.0 65.0 29.5
71 18 Classifications (1 to 300) 43.2
4D
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a. The CQnrp Director
Undoubtedly the most important thing about a camp is
the character of the person or organization responsible for run*]
niEg it. So important does the Camp Directors* Association be-
lieve this to be that their Basic Standards for Sximmer Camps.
article I reads: "We believe that the value of any camp depend^,
first of all, upon its directors. The individual camp is the
outgrowth of the personality, vision, and ability of its direc-
tors, transmitted directly and indirectly through their helpers
to every camper*.
Certainqualities are essential for a camp director,
such as common sense, initiative, boundless enthusiasm, resourc
fulness, and methodicalness, as well as business ability and
previous camping experience. The safety and success of a camp
depends upon the director's careful planning and supervision
rather than upon mere enthusiasm. Mr. Lehman in a splendid
article called, The Art of Being a Camp Director , lists things
a camp director must do in order to be of real service to the
17
ean^:
1. "The canp director idealizes." She idealizes her
duties and the aims and policies of her camp. The possession
of an ideal gives her a goal toward which to work. Beside the
big, often unattainable major ideal, she should have minor
ideals, such as the important things to be done each day--all
acting as stepping stones to the ultimate aim,
2. "The camp director analyzes." She is faced with
^'^ Lehman, l.H, The Art of Being a Camp Director . Camps and
Camping 1925, p. 5t>.
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Innumerable problems and the only way to solve them is to be abl«
to analyze them correctly. Beside problems she must also be abl^
to analyze her informationand tentative situations. She is con-
stantly faced with these four questions:
1) What is to be doxte?
2) How is it to be done?
\z) Ifho is to do it?
,4) How could it have been done better?
rhrough idealizing and analyzing she can answer the question—
"What is to be done?".
3. The third^oint Mr. Lehman makes is that **The camp
lirector organizes**. She must organize herself and her staff
if she is to discover **How it is to be done". If friction arise^;
between her counselors and herself, she is a poor organizer. Sh<
pnist be ca: eful not to assign the same responsibility to two cou4
selors unknown to them*
4* "The oamp director deputizes". Too often the
director is afraid to delegate duties to her counsellors for fea^'
she will weaken her authority. There are certainthings only the
eamp director can decide; and she should be free to attend to
these matters. As Mr. Lehman points out:
"If you arerushed to death typing letters that
you ought to employ a secretary to write, you are
not an economical camp director. You are merely an
extravagant and probably inefficient typist, unblush-
ingly accepting a caa p director's remuneration and
wearing a camp director's dignity, while you are in
reality earning only a secretary's salary and filling
a secretary's position".
The camp director should encourage her counsellors to take some
responsibility rather than have them running to her constantly
18^
Lehman, E*H. The Art of Being a Camp Director
. Camps and
Camping 1925, p. 35.
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for advice and suggestions, fearful of making a mistake.
5« The final question, — "How could it have been
done better?" is answered by the fifth point, "The camp di recto]
supervises". The object of this supervision should not be
destructive criticism, but rather the giving of credit for work
well done and the offering of helpful suggestions for improving
unsatisfactory work.
The director's work is unending inthat she is respon-
sible for the smooth running of canp andfor the health and
safety of her campers; but she has a rare opportunity to work
with people, to help them in a multitude of ways, and to be an
influence for good in their lives.
•
m
b. Camp Counselors
Although the atmosphere of a camp is naturally domina-
ted to a large extent by the personality of the camp director,
she can accomplish little without the whole-hearted cooperation
of her counselors. Therefore, the selection of counselors is of
prime importance to the success of the camp. As Dimock and
Hendry put it: "Because of the intimacy, intensity, and con-
stancy of the counselor's relationships with his group of boys,
his importance inthe camp educational process is unequalled by
that of any other person".
The qualifications of a counselor as prepared by the
Camp Directors* Association list some of the essential character
traits as follows:
===—=
—
Dimock and Hendry. Camping and Character, d. 24.
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Good radiant health and well-being that
results from a well-balanced day of work, play, rest,
and wise attention to food*
2. An unbounded and untiring interest ingirls
and boys which gives zest to each day and keeps the
heart young.
3. Pers) nal neatness, courtesy, and unerring
punctuality, ifaich may seem too simple to mention but
which often mar or make the success of a leader.
4. A joyfulness in simple dal ly tasks and a keen
sense of humor that will smooth out the wrinkles of
difficult situations.
5. A love of growing things and a feeling of
^hominess* inthe midst of woods and fields.
6. Originality andinitiative which always enliven
work with young people.
7. Ability to handle wisely the responsibility
that is necessary for a leader of girls and boys.
8. Sincerity in thought and action, and a trust-
worthiness in every detail, however unimportant the
detail may seem to be." 20
A counselor must have abis> luteloyalty to the atmosphere of
the camp as she finds it. A dissatisfied, critical counselor
soon creates a current of discontent among the campers. Often
the way a person acts or looks as she goes about her daily work
is far more expressive than her actual words*
A counselor under any situation must put her personal pre-
judices aside and cooperate hear la. ly with the Camp Director,
notably in'such things aeriform dress, bed hour, and especially
in regard to smoking. Regardless of what one- may think about
girls* smoking, the fact remains that one cannot hope to train
younger girls to conform to habits of hygiene if one does not
set the i^xample bueself . There is no question of the undesira-
Uason, B.S* Camping and Education, p. 112.
4
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bility of doing something not meeting with universal approval
when one is a leader in some movement.
However, even these ideal characteristics will be of no
avail unless the counselor possesses the abl lity to make girls
like her. A counselor who is firm but sympathetic will have
little difficulty, but being autocratic or "bossy** must be
guarded against. Instead of ordering she must cooperate with
the girls.
Counselors iz^igirls* camps especially must have the ability
to deal wisely with strong attadiments or so-called "crushes".
Girls tend to form such attachments for counselors, for camp
with its close living is especially adapted to such a situation.
Aside from the very great harm it does to the youngster, it is
impossible to give all one*s time and interest to one individual,
and be of any use to the camp.
Aside from character qualificati ons, a counselor must
have a high degree of efficiency in whatever subject she is to
teadii. Ho longer is it sufficient for a counselor to be a star
athlete.
Having discussed what sort of a pers? n the camp counselor
nay ideally be expected to be, it isonly fair to point out what
the counselor may in turn expect from^the camp and how that can
be accomplished*
In the firstlplace, the counselor must be given time for
constructive planning and recuperation. The question of "time
off" for counselors is highly important and too frequently neglected*
« -
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It is interesting to note that in an article on **My Impression
of American Camping* written by an English woman after a trip
o^inspection throiigh a nuzsiber of our camps, the following
paragraph appeared:
"I fully realize the many difficulties the Director
has to contend with, but I cannot help feeling that
if only a regular amount of time off could be given
to every counselor each week, the Director would be
able to get far more satisfactory results; and if her
point of view were put to the counselors, I do not
think they would take advantage of it and I am sure
it would help to improve the atmosphere and wd 1-
being of the camp." 21
A day off every week is the ideal. This practice should
include the camp director as well, for astDimock and Hendry
humorously point out:
"The camp director should get away from camp
at least for three or four days- -for the sake of
the camp. Since there is no one in camp with
authority to make the camp director leave, perhaps
the Camp Directors' Association diould pass a regu-pp
lation making this a requirement for membership."
A certain amount of privacy is also necessary for the
counselor. In some camps the counselors are not required to
live inthe same shack with the campers, i^ile in others a
rest house is provided where they can get away from the camperji
during their time-off duty. Whatever the method, counselors
have a right to some privacy, especially during free time.
A counselor can ea^) ect both support in disciplinairy mat-
ters and frank honest criticism from the camp director at the
beginning of her mistakes* It is not fair to wait until the
end of the summer, when it is too late, to tell a counselor
about her shortcomings*
-21 ™—
Daniels, K* ICy Impressions of American Camping, The Camp-
ing Magazine 4: Nov, 1931, p. 15.
Dimock and Hendry. Camping and Character , p. 246*
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3« Gamp Organization
The number of persons needed on a camp staff will vary, of
eoiirse, with the size of the camp and special local conditions.
In some camps the camp director is expected to direct the pro-
gram, while in others a head counselor takes over this respon-
aihility. The following activities staff members are usually
considered necessary: Camp director, athletic and swimming
coimselors, recreation and draoatics counselor, arts and crafts
counselor, cao^) nurse or doctor, camp dietician and camp clerk.
A general staff would include a Oook and assistants, a handy-aani
and a chauffeur* Of course, the larger the camp the more elahorftte
the organization becomes*
The duties and responsibilities of each staff member would
Vary in proportion to the size of the staff and should be care-
fully workedout by the Camp Director beforehand and clearly
understood by the counselor when she accepts the position*
The matter of salaries for cairtp counselors^is a very much
debated subject. The tendency of late years has been to pay
something to every counselor rather than having just a few paid
staff members and the majority volunteers* Salary schedules
are usually basedbn age, camp experience and actual merit*
Today the counselor's salary is based more on his general worth
than on mere age and experience. The New York Section of the
Camp Directors* Association in 1927 appointed a committee to
study the salary problem, with the following interesting result
23
as far as girls* camps are concerned:
23 (jibson, H. V* The Monthly Library on Camping
.
Vol, 9, p. 27
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^Enrollment of 50 to 199 Campers — Based on 29 returns *
1. Number of campers to a counselor is 4*
2* Percentage of cross income which goes to
counselors - Qfo to 15^; the average is 10^
•
3« Head counselors* salary ranges from |75
to $800. The average seems to be $300.
A wide range is found in each class of
fee charged*
4* Heads of departments range from $125 to
$150*
5* Subordinate counselor without experience.
Expenses only in 5 cfDops. Others $25 to $50.
6« Subordinate counselor with experience $50
to $75.
7. Doctor - 16 camps reported no doctor.
Others range from $150 to $250.
8. Nurse • 5 camps reported no nurse. $100 to
$250. Average $150.
9. Unpaid counselors. Of 327 counselors, 15
are unpaid.
10. Percentage of coimselors returning averages
70jg.
In a study of salaries the amounts paid for lodging,
food, medical care, entertainment, etc. for counselors must
be taken into consideration. It costs more to care for
a counselor than it does for a camper."
The holding of a weekly staff conference is an important
part of the organization of a camp. Some directors feel these
conferences should be held daily, but this is not always possiblib*
Dimock andHendry point out: that
'^The counselor's meeting is not something imposed
upon the counselor to give him a theoretical background
which may later be useful, nor is it merely a place to
check up on the routine responsibilities of the coun-
selor. It is a clearing center in which the experience
4-
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«nd knowledge possessed "by all the members of the group
are pooled in the process of ded. Ing with the problems
which arise in the pursuit of the common task,*
Staff meetings also help to develop an esprit-de-corps and
can have marked inspirational and social importance. Some
topics which may well be discussed at staff meetings are the fol|
25
lowing:
1. Camp routine
2* Problem cases
3. Camp principles
4. Variation of programs
5. General criticisms
6« Educational leadership technique
7* Health and safety of campers and counselors*
The matter of rules and regulations in camp is important
»
although occasionally overstressed. Formerly a great number of
rules were made and could not possibly all be enforced. It is
wiser to make fewer rules and insist upontheir strict enforce-
sent* Swimming and boating regulations cannot be too rigidly
complied with for obvious reasons. The matter of leaving the
camp grounds only with permission, getting to meals on time»
and respecting camp property are also fundamental. Other rules
nay be necessary to meet local situations* but they should be
kept to a minimum. The fewer rulesthere are to break the fewer
disciplinary measures will be necessary, although a certain amount
of both will always be required. As far as disciplinary measures
are concerned, group opinion will often be all that is needed.
Sometimes a private talk between the camp director and the of-
fender will bring about the desired result. Extra work duty is
a very poor method of enforcing discipline and should never be
25
Dimock andHendry. Camping Character , p, 220
The Children's Welfare Foundation. Housekeeping in Camp ,
p. 24.
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used. In extreme cases expulsion may have to "be used for the
sake of the camp morale, "but it never really solves anything
as far as the individual is concerned. And finally it is well
to remember that "a leader will have no measure of success in
directing the life of a child along the right path unless his
personal example and habits are such that he leads by what he
himself lives".
4, Camp Program
The actual content of the camp program depends upon many
factors, such as the size of the camp, the amount of equipment
and money available, and the interests of the campers. An ex*
cellent idea of the popularity of various activities in a girls*
camp is given in Table III, which was compiled by Bernard Mason^
As might be expected swimming takes first place*
The program must be ever- changing, ever-new, for nothing ii
so deadening in a camp as monotony. Few activities must be con-
stantly added, for only thus can old campers find an outlet for
their enthusiasm. Table IV, also from Mason's book, differs
from Table III in that it shows what activities girls would
like to have added to the caoap program were they given the
choice. It is interesting to note how varied their interests
are*
The values which a canper should receive from the camp
program are an important consideration. "A well- organized castp
program should be equally concerned with all values of health,
recreation, nature, happiness, and citizenship, and with a
Weir, L. H. Camping Out , p. 250.
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TABLE III
POPULARITY OP DEPARTMENTS OP THE CAICP
PROGRAM
Camp Departments
Girls
NumlDer of Campers
Having Experienced
the Activity 1st
Choices
2nd 3rd Score X
Swimming .
.
Athletics .
Riding (#)
Artscraf
t
Canoeing
Dramatics
Dancing . .
Woodcraft
Archery-
Nature Lore
Riflery . .
• • • •
51 21 16 5 100
50 13 7 6 59
41 10 7 8 52
46 4 4 8 28
44 0 4 11 19
45 1 3 3 12
46 0 2 5 9
34 1 2 1 8
41 0 3 2 8
47 0 2 0 4
7 0 0 0 0
X Rating as follows: 1st choice, 3; 2nd choice, 2; 3rd
choice, 1.
# Riding being a special or pay privilege requiring paren-
tal consent, it may be that several of the 41 girls who desig-
nated that their camps had riding were not permitted to parti-
cipate in it. Otherwise riding might have rated higher in the
table.
f
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TABLE IV
WHAT ACTIVITIES WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE YOUR CAMP
ADD TO ITS PROGRAM?
Girls
No. who did No. who
not have Wanted
Activity the Activity It Percentage
1* Horseback riding •«•• 10 9 90
11 9 82
7 4 57
20 10 50
44 13 29
45 13 29
7. Metalcraft, Jewelry . 19 5 26
43 11 25
4 1 25
42 10 24
11» Motor boating 41 9 22
15- 3 20
][3. Leather tooling .... 19 3 16
20 3 15
7 1 14
29 3 10
33 3 9
18. Aesthetic dancing .. 11 1 9
38 3 8
51 3 6
34 2 6
48 2 4
25 1 4
50 1 2
48 1 2
50 1 2
.'.X
82 .
proper 'balance of these values to enable each eaioper to derelop
the "best that is in him, so that he may take his most useful
27
place in society".
No camp can afford to neglect health in any way, and many
camps justify their program on the health standard. A girl
should be taught at camp to form positive health habits and to
have an intelligent understanding of her bO(^ • Such common de-
fects as being underweight or overweight, poor posture, consti-
pation and susceptibility to colds should be taken care of.
Endurance should be built up gradually in order to prevent over-
strain or over- fatigue, and competitive activities should not be
over- emphasized. All activity is out of doors and inthe coxintry
idiere physical surroundings are ideal. Hours for eating, restinj^,
exercising and sleeping are all regular and the meals are care-
fully planned 1:^ a dietitian* All participate in swimming and
athletics instead of a few taking part and the rest sitting in
the grandstands*
The recreational val ues of camp life are also well known
and very important. A camp should give the girl the happiest
summer it possibly can. Only by giving a child a real vacation
can it feel it has accomplished itsprimary aim.
Sports and games play an importeint part in camp life in
inculcating true sportsmanship* Most Physical Education Direc-
tors will agree with Dr. Williams when he says:
"Because of the usual narrow and incomplete train-
ing it is difficult for girls to understand intense
oppositionfwithout personal antagonism. Girls, as a
rule, take opposition^as personal, are extremely
Sharp, B.L* Education and the Summer Camp , p. 35«
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sensitive to criticism and refuse to play the game
vigorously because of unpleasant personalities that
may "be encountered in the play In "business,
in the professions, in industry the women of todaYQ
need the sort of training that games can give."
Enjoyment, health, good fellowship, a cooperative ^ irit,
a desire for success, a stimulus to make an effort to win and th4
essentials of good sportsmanship--heing a good loser, but a good
winner also--are the outstanding aims of the recreational prograi)[i»
Character outcomes— the development of socially desirable
attitudes--is another important objective of the camp program*
A girl coming to camp for the first time finds herself in a
unit in which the group is the social leverage, in which the
group is the measure of right and wrong as the girl tries to
adjust herself to her new environment. The very nature and de-
mands of camp life mean close contact and constsmt sharing with
others. Probably nowhere else does public opinion play such a
major part in a child's life. One of the hardest lessons girls
of today have to face is teaming to live happily with others*
They have so many opportunities for freedom in expressing their
own thoughts and feelings that it is difficult for them at first
to be anything but individuals. However, almost without realiz*
ing it, they catch the "camp spirit" (the camp word for public
opinion) and begin to help each other and to make friends with
girls of all creeds and social standings. To quoteAngelo Patri,
"to be selfish, to be a quitter, to fall out of the camp idea,
is to be ostracized, andpo r^ boy or girl will permit that
29to happen:
•
a concrete exanple of the social improvement
26 Williams, J. P. Valnes of Camping for Girls. Teachers
College Record 21 (Jan 1920), p, 54
29 Patri, A. Cut the Apron Strings
. Delineator (June 1922), pi|2.
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that may "be expected is shown in the following story, which is a
typical report of many similar cases:
"A— changed from a loud, disorderly, thoughtless
girl who had never done anything for herself. It was
hard for her to feel that because of her lack of order
her tent held the lowest place or why because she de-
sired to talk in *rest period* her group did not see
fit to sanction it. She ran into a group attitude at
every turn which was so contrary to her own wishes
that she was compelled to take thought of her actions
asnever before. The result is that not only her atti-
tude has changed, but she was in charge of a tent last
year as *tent leader* and had the best record, as such,
of any in the camp. She is eligible for a counselor
this year!" 30
Cooperation is essential for a happy camp, end through this
community spirit the fine individual traits that are always pres-
ent in children, though they sometimes seem dormant are brought
aut. The camp offers an unusual educational opportunity to help
the girl to acquire self-reliance and self-control. There she
sets an opportunity to share in hard situations and to meet dif-
ficulties and yet to go unrewarded except by the joy that comes
from conquering something. It may not sound difficult for a
pity-bred girl to sleep outdoors on an overnight H ke ifith noth*
Lng but the stars for a roof. Only those who have done it know
Che weird noises that force one to use every bit of one's self-
{ontrol to keep from c± ling out or grabbing the nearest person
md thus being considered a "baby**. One feels so insignificant
|)eside the great unknown spaces all around. Such sin experience
ilidds real stamina to a girl*8 character and gives her a reserve
ipupply of grit which will help her to face life more squarely.
tTo give in, to give up, to give out,** well expresses the charac-
ter training a_fiamp is trying to insti. 11«
30
Worthey. E. Some Results of a Summer CamDing an Seftn bjiL-n.
Counselor. Rel 1gi U irdUflk11 ort ( J une 1^26). o. 191.
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At eau^ a girl has a chance for natural* simple development
away ftom the "breathless whirl of experiences and activities of
winter life. A girl from the city "becomes acquainted with a
natural, simple world rather than a mechanically artificial
world; a girl from the country gains a deeper, more inteL ligant
and spiritual appreciation of the common every day things about
her. Girls learn to Jmow and appreciate the "beauty of flowers,
trees, stars, and the joy of living out-of-doors. Work becomes
fun, not drudgery, and often girls who have always regarded
making beds and sweeping floors as entirely beneath them learn
to see it in quite a different light.
May we not conclude, then, that the social value of a
camp experience lies in affording an opportunity for self-
development, self-control, ajid self-expression, training the
girl in eoperative living, teaching her to learn to do by
actually doing, andihus, as Kilpatrick haspointed out, teaching
her to "purpose wisely, to plan intelligently, and to judge the
results of her acts with nicety",
"To get away from contact of things to contact of the
spirit." That Professor Dallas Lore Sharpe believed was the
great need of Aoierican youth and a need which the oamp can and
should meet. Without any attempt to make a camp "pious", it
should bring girls to a clearer appreciation of God than can b«
done in ajiy other place. Standing, looking off across a IsJce,
or on top of a mountain, tramping through a forest with great
trees towering toward hegtven on all sides, or sitting in front
of a camp fire, when all is dark and still--such experiences
«*
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are "bound to bring a girl closer to God through nature. A camp
that neglects to capitalize such an experience misses a big
opportunity to render service.
There are certain tendencies in camp planning today which
are a decided step forward* There is less monotonous daily
routine, less over- scheduling of the child* s time, and less
strenuous planning. More free periods are provided when the
children may choose what they wish to do. Campers are being
given an opportunity to help plan their own programs without
having the program always superimposed upon them. There is a
decided movement away from an elaborate system of rewards and
honors in camp, for camp directors are realizing that it should
not be necessary to offer artificial stimulus for doing those
things which should be naturally attractive and interesting to
youth. "Each is encouraged to work and play for the joy of
working and playing; and though a child may be urged to do
better work, the motive is the satisfaction gained from doing
31
a good piece of work, and being able to surpass himself."
5. Camp Safety and Health
The problem of safety in camp is of vital importance.
Dr. E. K. Fretwell in his well-known "Ten Tests for a Camp"
uses as his first point, "Is the camp safe? Will my son return
to me? What axe the health requirements for campers, counsel ord,
cooks, and the w^tole personnel of the camp, What is the physic^
environment and equipment? What are the provisions to prevent,
or care for possible illness or accident?"
Garret, L. B. Gamps as Bducational Institutions. Progressive
i
Education 4, July- Axig- Sept 1927, p. 219
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It is very important that eyery camp have a physician or
graduate nurse onthe camp staff and that adequate provision
"be made for caring for the sici:, including facilities for the
isolation of all suspected contagious cases*
The problem of maintaining safephysical conditions in camp
property and equipment must be considered. For as Dr» Sanders
points out:
"The first problem in camp safety has to do with
the physical conditions, the site and equipment and
put in proper condition, there is the immediate problem
of maintaining them in this way and many camps would 33
not seem to be altogether successful in doing this."
Among the serious safety hazards to be overcome are the
following:
1. The danger of water accidents.
This danger is well known and has received a good deal
of attention. Dr. Sanders reports that "there were actually no
34drownings among campers inthe two years of study". This does
not minimize the fact, however, that the danger of an accident
while swimming or boating is ever present and can be combated
only by skilflil and careful supervision*
Before camp opens, the waterfront and equipment should
be carefully inspected. Boats and canoes need constant attentio
to keep them in good shape. Docks, floats, diving boards and
dribs should be carefully examined for nails or weak spots, €ind
[should be thoroughly cleaned and treated to prevent slipping*
jThe bottom of the swimming area should be explored for driftwood
bottles, tin cans and weeds. All life-saving equipment, such as i
Sanders, J* E. Safety and Health in Organized Camps, n. 45.
Ibid, p. 56.
or. TO
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life preservers, grappling irons, life boats, and poles, should
fae checked over and put in position for use. It is important
that definite areas "be marked off for non- swimmers, beginners
and advanced swimmers, with the non- swimmers area completely
enclosed in a "swimming crib". It is interesting to note that
Dr. Sanders found that, "many accidents occur in baseball and
in the swimming area but most of these would seem to grow out
of poor physical conditions even more than out of the nature of
35
the occupation,"
Strict rules covering both swimming practices and the use
of boats or canoes must be made and rigidly enforced in all
camps. Special care must be taken inthe choice of swimming
counselors, for not only must they be well trained, but they
must be fully aware of the seriousness and tremendous respon-
sibility of their position. One moment of carelessness on theia
part may mean a lifetime of regret*
The second hazard which Dr. Sanders stresses is the danger
connected with hiking trips. This does not mean such trips
should be abandoned, but that expert supervision should be ac-
corded them.
The third great danger is that of explosion and consequent
burns due to the use of kerosene, gasoline and other explosive
materials. Under no circiimstances should children be allowed
to use kerosene in lighting fires.
Besides the serious hazards mentioned above there are
numerous other dangers which must be eradicated. Sanders lists
Sanders, J. E. Safety and Health in Organized CairiT.. . p. 44
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them as follows:
"1. The camp property should "be policed
regularly for "broken glass, tin, nails and the like.
2. The main pathways should be kept as free
from unnecessary obstructions as possible; bridges
and steps should be kept in repair,
3. The beach and swimming area should be
adequately policed,
4. Insects should be eliminated where possible*
5. Poison ivy should be eradicated,
6. The athletic field should be kept in rea-
sonably good condition.
7« General equipment and buildings should be
kept as free from accident hazards as possible.
Second, it is not enough to keep the physical
conditions in order. Campers must be provided with
sufficient education and supervision to enable them
to meet safely the experiences the life of the camp
provides. The activities which seem to need the
greatest attention are:
1. Swimming, boating, canoeing.
2. Woodcraft activities, the use of knives and
axes.
3. Horseback riding.
4. Hiking - moimtain trips.
6. Archery and rifle shooting.
6. The care of minor wounds and infections.
7. Various craft activities, particularly
wood and metal working. " 36
The reason for laying such stress on camp safety is clearly
seen by studying Tables V and VI. It is really appalling to
consider the number of camp weeks lost by accidents, especially
when so many are preventable. Although it would seem that camps
are relatively free from serious accidents, they certainly are
act from so-called minor injuries, which might become serious
and which at best are very a^inoying.
Sanders, J. B. Health and Safety in Camping, Camps and
Camping, 1931, p. 29,
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TABLE V
ACCIDEITTS IN SUMIER CAMPS--1929 - 1930
A Comparison of the Accidents and the Accident Rates for the
Two Years
Numher Rate per TOTALS
1000
Afifiidfint 1929 1930 1929 1930 Number
Rate per
1000
561 32 19 941 23
Stepping on objects 222 520 18 18 742 18
Bites, Stings .... 183 108 15 4 291 7
633 10 22 757 18
Slips in Using Tools 143 329 12 11 472 12
Athletic, miscel-
260 6 9 333 8
Defective materials 20 33 2 1 53 1
Miscellaneous .... 101
1414 26 49 1724 42
1455 3858 121 133 5313 129
1929 114 Camps—105, 640 Camp Weeks
1930 503 Camps— 266,265 Camp Weeks

TABLE VI
ACCIDENTAL INJURIES IN SUMIiER CAMPS--1929 - 1930
A COMPARISON OF INJURIES AND THE INJURY RATES FOR THE TWO YEARS
TOTALS
Rate per
Number 1000 Rate per
In.jury 1929 1950 1929 1950 N\mber 1000
Cuts and lacerations . .517 1518 45 45 1855 44
474 19 16 711 17
. .185 91 15 5 276 7
555 11 12 485 12
Bruises, contusions . . .106 555 9 12 459 11
. .
96 492 8 17 588 14
. . 69 510 6 11 579 9
110 4 4 154 4
. . 10 48 1 2 58 1
529 5 11 590 10
1455 5858 121 155 5515 129
1929 1950
,1
1. Fatalities:
Drowning (Heart Failure).... 1 0
Burn (Kerosene) 0 1
Fall from Cliff 0 1
Struck "by Lightning 0 1
;;2. Loss of Time Complete 662 945
Rate per 1000 55 52
5. Loss of Time, Partial 5729 8051
Rate per 1000 477 277
4. Sent Home 6 45
T^2y - 114 Camps - iUb,640 Camp Weeks
1950 - 505 Camps - 266,265 Camp Weeks
•
That merely living in the country does not guarantee good
health is clearly shown by Dr. Sanders* study on
"
Health Condi*
! tions in Camp . Inadequate sanitation, for example, is just
' as dangerous incamp as it is inthe city. It is also worthy of
{
note that the camps in Sanders* investigation reported ZQ% more
illnesses than accidents and that 4,6% of the total illnesses
37
reported were for digestive and respiratory diseases.
Table VII gives a more detailed picture of the illnesses common-
ly found in camp«
The problems to be dealt, with inthe field of health can
be classified under two general headings--the prevention of con-
< tagious diseases and the building of healthy bodies. The first
requisite is a thorough physical examination of every person
coming to the camp before camp opens, followed by an examinatioiji
by the camp physicisun the day camp is reached. In this way skia
!|
or respiratory infections would be detected at once. Those who
most need a very complete examination are the food handlers,
and yet Camp Directors too often neglect this.
There must be continuous health supervision throughout the
camp season with a definite time set apart each day for campers
to report any indisposition to the nurse or doctor.
Since infections may be spread by water, milk and food,
it is important that frequent laboratory analyses be made of
all water used, that only pasteurized milk should be drunk,
that adequate refrigeration be provided and the kitchens and
dining room be properly screened. The use of the common drink-
Sanders, J. E. Safety and Health inOrganized Camps
, p. 63.

ing cup should be absolutely prohibited*
Inadequate systems of ssuiitation are another cause of in-
fections. All garbage and refuse should be disposed of by
incineration, burial or removal from camp—and the cans used in
its collection should have fly-tight lids and be thoroughly
sterilized daily. Fly-tight methods of sewage disposal must
also be installed. Ample bathing facilities are needed, with h4t
showers if possible. It is well to remember, however, as one
writer points out:
"The sanitary condition of camps depends not
only upon the character of the equipment but upon
the degree of supervision exercised by the camp
authorities. Adequate equipment* poorly operated,
is not much better than carefully supervised equip-
ment of a less satisfactory character. The human
element is important because camp equipment is
utilized in the manner dictated by the aesthetic
tastes and the knowledge of sanitation of the cajupers. 38
One other source of infection is directly traceable to
swimming practices and should be avoided. Both excessive
diving and underwater swimming should be discouraged and swim-
mers should be taught to breathe correctly so as to lessen the
danger of ear and sinus infections*
In order to build healthy bodies, plenty of sleep is
required; and camp is one place where one would naturally ex-
pect this to be taken care of. Dr, Sanders found, nevertheless
that this was not true in many camps, as Table VIII clearly
shows* Actually Z6% of the camps studied provided for less than
nine hours sleep and only 12^ gave ten hours of sleep, or sleep
adjusted to the age of the campers. It would seem then that the
38:
Cox, C. a. Gamp Sani tation ift an Iinpnrt.nn-k PiiT^l i »•» tt^qH-k
Pr oblem
.
The Nation's Health 8 (July 1926). p. 461,
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TABLE VII
THE ILLNESSES IN SlMffiR CALIPS -- 1929 - 1930
Illnesses
Number
1929 1930
Rate per
1000
1929 1930
TOTALS
Number
Rate per
1000
Contagious 283 239
Non-contagious .... 83 210
Nervous 246 416
Circulatory 22 34
Respiratory 504 1196
Digestive 425 1449
Geni to-urinary .... 14 58
Skin 222 472
Bones 33 87
External 119 140
Unclassified 40 336
1991 4637
Fatalities
:
24
7
20
2
42
35
1
18
3
10
3
8
7
14
1
40
48
2
17
3
5
11
165 156
522
293
662
56
1700
1874
72
694
120
259
376
6628
13
7
16
1
41
46
2
17
3
6
9
161
1929 1930
Meningitis 2
Typhoid 0
Streptococcus infection 0
Loss of Time:
In bed 3083
Rate per 1000 257
Partial 6018
Rate per 1000 502
Sent Home
:
Number 83
Rate per 1000 7
1
1
1
4716
163
7982
275
577
30
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number of hours a camp provides for sleep is an important matteij
to determine.
Good food inthe proper amount is, of course, essential for
"bodily health Proper nutrition will "be discussed in greater de-
tail in the sectL on deal ing with "Camp Food".
Fatigue is something which must be closely watched at camp*
Too often canp programs are overloaded to such an extent that
actual injury to health can reailt. Rest periods are essential^
and nothing should "be allowed to irt erfere with the important
quiet hour immediateL y after dinner each day. All competitions,
long distance hikes or swims should he so controlled that indi-
viduals are not allowed to continue after they have reached the
point of fatigue. In planning activities provision should he
made for meeting the individual needs of campers, rati er than
having one set program for all.
The ideal camp health program, then, will guard campers
against infection while bmilding up their health and vitality;
hut suggests Dr. Sanders, "It will do these things without sacri
ficing too much of the adventure and the^oy of living which axe
39
also necessary". Heillustrates this latter point with two ex-
cellent examples, well worth quoting:
|
"About eleven o'clock one night in the summer of
1928, a most remarkable display of the Aurora Borealis
was visible in the Pocono Mountains in Pennsylvania.
The writer had seen nbthing to compare with it then
and has not since. Most of the members of the staff
of a camp there were on the lake inboats when this
display was at its height and discontinued an informal
.
staff meeting to watch the matchless panorama above them.
Sanders, J. E. Safety and Health in Orffanized fiam-pa, p, 12C
.
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TABLE VIII
SLEEP IN CAMPS 1930
Actual sleep per night No. of Camps Per Cent
7 1/2 hours
8 hours
8 1/2 hours
9 hours
9 1/2 hours
10 hours
Over 10 hours or adjusted to age
10 3
14 4
98 29
87 26
76 23
10 3
42 12
335 100

38.
The suggestion was made that the campers be awakened
also, andfor a moment it seemed that this might he
done. The moment of indecision passed quickly, how-
ever, and the campers were not aroused. All of their
lives to sleep— one hour to see the splendor above
I
They slept."
"Again inthe summer of 1930 the writer was dis-
cussing evening canoeing with a camper in his third
summer in the camp being visittd. Pin4 ly the youngster
said, *It must be fun. You know I*ve never been on
the lake when the moon was shining. We have to go
to bed too early' A veteran camper of twelve and never
once on a moonlit lake 2 In the name of health he had
slept instead."
6. Camp Food
Nowadays the food served in camp is considered an important
factor in its health, happiness and success. Not only must therf
be an ample supply of plain, wholesome, tastily cooked food,
but it must be well-balanced, varied and of high grade. In order
to assure this, it is highly desirable that a trained dietitian
be a member of the camp staff.
I
It has been estimated that "an older girl, while living the
outdoor life of camp, requires from 2,500 to 3,300 calories per
41day." Proteins, minerals, such as calcium andphosphorus
iimi
for bone and teeth formation, iron and roughage as well as vita-
nes must be provided. Milk is essential, as it supplies
calories, proteins, calcium, phosphorus, and vitamines A and B.
However, too great care cannot be taken in the selection of milk
for caimp. No matter where it comes from, the exact sanitary con|
ditions under which it is produced must be known. The herd of
^cows should be tuberculin tested and the milk pasteurized. One
should also be sure the receptacles in which it is placed are
Ibid p. 120
Allen, H. K. Camps and their Modern Administration , p. 59
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sterile and that it is kept in proper storage after it is re-
ceived at camp.
There should "be plenty of green vegetables, fresh fruits,
and sweets in the diet. The feeling about the use of canned
vegetables in camp has changed within recent years and it is now
felt that they are more desirable than was formerly believed.
To quote: '*By recent experimentation two facts have become clea
which may be helpful in the future:
"1. 'Sealed* or 'canned* foods as now prepared
under new methods in the huge modern canneries have
more vitamin and food value, are safer, are more
economical, and are actually fresher than the fresh-
cooked food prepared in your own camp or home.
•2. Most camp gardens or farms in connection
with camp property are not so operated as to be self-
supporting. This seems to be true even though the
produce is charged to food cost at the regular market
value." 42
However, where conditions permit it would seem wise to use
a generous supply of fresh vegetables, supplemented by caimed*
Even with the right food injthe right amounts, care must be
taken that the menus are balanced at each meal. Such things as
two or three starches at the same meal or overloading the diet
with rich foods too often occur.
The actual cost of the food in dollars and cents is hard
to estimate, as it varies in different camps and different lo-
i
calities; but a table such as the following is helpful in decid-
ing upon the percentage of money to be spent for the various foo
classes:
r,
%
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Per Cent to Spend for Each Type of Food
Milk 20^ to 25%
Meat, Eggs and Fish 16% to 25%
Grain Products— 12fo to 17%
Vegetables — 1^ to 20%
Fruit 7^ to 10^
Pat - Q% to 12%
Sweets ^ to 5^
In Dr. Sanders* investigation he discovered that 41^ of th|
canips studied paid fifty cents or less per person per day for
raw food. 44 This figure would, of course, "be lower today
with the very much lower cost of food stuffs.
7. Camp Equipment
In recent yesucsthere has "been a decided tendency on the
part of many organized camps to provide the camper with too
much equipment, thus making camp life too artificial. Instead
of simplicity "being the keynote, some camps have become practi-
cally summer hotels. As Camping Out so well puts it, '*The
principle to "be followed in providing equipment is to get along
with the fewest impedimenta of material things and yet at the
same time to leave nothing undone to promote the health and
safety of the campers".
More permanent structures, such as cabins or shacks rather
than tents, are usiially used for sleeping quarters in organized
camps today. IShen cabins are used they should be spread out
over the grounds, and blended with the landscape, thus often
adding to the beauty of the scenery.
Other buildings which could be classified as necessary
'i5 Weir, L. H. Camping Out
, p. 57.
Sanders, J. E. SafetA^ and Health in n-rgani^.P^ Hampc,^ p. 114
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m
equipment are some sort of assembly or recreation hall, a dining
room andkitchen, an infirmary, a wash house or some sort of
washing arrangement including laundry facilities, a camp office
and a store. If electric refrigeration is not used, an ice
house should be built*
Two points should be considered in putting up buildings.
In the first place, they should be built as compactly as pos-
sible, making the best use of the available space, and secondly
they should be carefully located with a view to being aesthetic
The second point is well brought out in the following quotation
"In another instance of locating a mess hall,
the kitchen door with its accessary array of milk
and garbage cans, was faced on the only road into
camp for the sake of convenience. The result was
unsightly, especially as it was the first thing one
saw as he enittcd camp* " 46
An open fireplace is essential for the living room and is i
big asset in the dining room as well, especially on rainy days.
Besides buildings, equipment for the disposal of sewage
and garbage and for fire fighting is indispensable. Facilities
for both land and water sports must also be provided.
8 . Summary
I know of no better way to summarize the requisites of an
ideal camp, than to quote in full Professor E. K. Pretwell^s
"Ten Tests for a Camp". If any camp can satisfactorily juiswer
each one of these questions, it is indeed one which can be con-
sidered a model worthy of imitation.
1.
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Eltert K. Fretwell, Associate Professor of Education, Teachers
College, Columbia University. Ten Tests for a Camp #
"A camp for boys, or for girls, has definite and
peculiarly favorable opportunities for education. In
part the se opportunities lie in camp environment, in
the program and in the attitude of the campers.
"When our son is ready for caump, I shall propose cer-
tain specific tests for the camp I am considering. Among
these tests, I have chosen ten--not necessarily in order
of importance— to set down here.
"First: Is he safe? Will my son return to me? What
are the health requirements for campers, counselors, cooks,
and the whole personnel of the camp? What is the physical
environment and equipment? What are the provisions to pre-
vent, or care for possible illness or accident?
"Second: Does the camp maintain a high level of
physical vitality? Does it aid in developing hygienic
habits of living? Does it enable campers to keep well,
to have the power, speed, endurance and nerve control
necessary for working consistently on a high level of
accuracy and efficiency?
"Third: Does the camp furnish a favorable opportunity
for developing through satisfying practice, the qualities
of a good citizen? Is there provision for initiative,
leadership, cooperation, and intelligent obedience to
authority? Is courteous consideration of the rights and
obligations of others a part of everyday living?
"Fourth: What are the opportunities for having vital
contact with real people? Are the leaders genuine--what
they pretend to be? Is there a kind of high, joyous
seriousness in the spirit of the camp? What kind of talk
goes on in camp when the campers or counselors axe just
talking?
"Fifth: Is the program of activities well planned.
Does it provide for individual differences? Is there well
regulated freedom, attractive activity, free from hurry,
strain, worry and envy? Can the camper get his satisfac-
tion out of worthwhile activity well done, rather than by
surpassing somebody?
"Sixth: Does the camp provide new, or supplementary
outdoor experiences? Doeshe have new experiences with
flowers, birds and bugs, wind, rivers and trees, with
mountains, plains and the open sky? Are these experiences
•f
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guided enough but not too much?
"Seventh: Does the camper develop a larger repertory
of sports in which he can participate with increasing
skill and satisfaction? Are some of these sports those
which he can carry on in later life? Does the camp help
him to get out of the "dub" class in some activity?
"Eighth: Does the camp foster the mental and
emotional attitude of seeking, knowing, and understanding
the "beautiful? This beauty may be in generous, courteous,
helpful acts, in music, in dramatics, in the rising sun or
the starry heavens. Is the camp free from the hard-boiled
attitude that considers a lover of the beautiful, a * sissy'?
"Ninth: What is the spiritual attitude of the camp?
Is it free(from cynicism, and superficial, smart sophistica-
tion? Is there a spirit of reverence for the true, the
beautiful and the good? Is there able, serious guidance in
helping him think through the problems that confront him?
"Tenth: Is the camp a happy place? Is there whole-
some, manly comradeship free from sentimentality? Is
there in everything the joy of being alive? Is there ad-
venture and high daring in the fine art of living?
"The one who takes from me my boy, or my girl, if I
had one, must answer some such questions as I have set down.
"Finally, is there some one specific person in*the camp
who is personally responsible for my boy day and night, asleep
or awake? Who is he?"
IV, Requirements Peculiar to Business Girls* Camps
There are two specific ways in which business girls* camps
differ from children's camps. The first is the greater freedom
which is allowed the girls, rules being reduced to an absolute
minimxun. Business girls although in many cases the same age as
the older campers in children's camps, are through necessity or
choice, wage earners and so self-supporting. As such they are
usually paying their way at camp, and nothing but their own de-
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sire compels them to stay. "When any mention of rules is made
^ in a business girls* camp circular, it is usually worded in
some such way as: "T^is camp depends for its success and happi-
iness upon the cordial cooperation of those who make up its
j
family," or "Inasmuch asjbhis csimp is heing conducted for the
benefit of all, it is thought only necessary to suggest the ob-
servance of the Golden Rule". In most cases rules are not even
mentioned in the camp circulars. In industrial and business or-
ganization camps, where the campers are all employees of the
same firm, the "firm spirit" is usually relied upon to bring
about controlled freedom. There is, however, one type of rule
which is rigidly enforced at these camps - the regulation of
swimming or boating. Except in one camp studied, swimming and
boating tests were required; and in no case was anyone permitted
to swim except at specified times when a life guard was presenti
The need for such a rule is obvious; and I have yet to see the busi-
ness girl who will not cooperate if the reason for the rule is ll
properly explained to her. The other regulati on which is general-
ly enforced is that the campers while free to leave camp, must
either sign or report at the office before doing so, so that
their whereabouts are known in case of emergency. Other things,
such as being on time for meals, keeping quiet late at night,
etc. are often made in the form of requests rather than rules,
and frequently are suggested, discussed and settled by the
campers themselves. If a girl does nor wish to go to bed the
minute the evening activity is over, there is no reason she

should, provided she does not distur"b those who do wish to sleep^
|ls group opinion is usually very strong in such camps, its smooth
running depends in great measure upon the success of the Camp
Director in arousing the right kind of public opinion from week
|bo week, asthe le w campers come.
I
The other way in which business girls* camps differ is in the
method of running their programs. The actual activities are much
the same-- swimming, athletics, tennis, arts and crafts, nature
study, dram tics, parties, etc; but no girl is required to take
oart in any activity. As the Summit Lake Camp folder puts it:
"It is the desire of the Camp to have a flexible
program, providing plenty of activities for the girl
who wishes to be active, but allowing the girl who needs
rest and quiet to take part in them or not, as she likes."
There is an element of daJiger in this absolute freedom of
choice, in that a girl may stay away from activities simply be- !
<jause of shyness or homesickness; but it is felt tha,t she will
i
soon fall into line if she is left entirely to her own devices
for a few days. Counselors can do much here by getting acquainted
with the girls at their table at meals and getting them to at
least try some of the activities, and by making their activities
so attractive that the enthusiasm for them becomes contagious*
Many of the camp directors feel tla t even if one activity were
required, some of the girls, especially the older ones who are
at camp purely for a rest might feel that they were being imposed
upon. However, I wonder if some activities were definitely
planned for this group, such as certain kinds of craft work, a
I:
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ciirrent events hour or a reading aloud and sewing club, it might
not be beneficial to expect campers to participate in at least
one event each day. In most business camps there is a growing
tendency to let the girls have a larger share in planning the
activities. In some cases these are planned entirely by the
campers, in others a committee of campers and staff work together.
In any case the program idmade very flexible and as varied as
possible.
In practically all other respects the requirements for
business girls* and children's camps are identical, although
perhaps not so clearly stated in their caap circulars.
V. fypes of Business Girls* Cajnps Studied
The first type of business girls' canp that usually comes
to mind is the Y.W.C.A. Camp. This organization was the pioneer
in this kind of camp; and today there are Business Girls* Y.W.
C.A. Camps scattered all over the United States, doing a splendid
work. More churches and church societies are operating camps
for their older girls. Where formerly religious organizations
confined their camp work to children, today its importance for
young business girls is being more generily recognized. Busi-
ness girls* clubs have also entered the camping field and are
thus making their presence felt all the year round. As Club
work in the winter furnished a natural leadup to camp in the
summer, it would seem that the future of Girls* Clubs camps holds
great possibilities.
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Municipal camps differ from the usual organized camps for
business girls in that they are family camps and the girl is
merely one of a mixed group* Usually such camps are open to
all residents of a community, but in some the group admitted is
restricted to the employees of a certain department and their
families. It is a camp of this latter type that I shall later
describe.
It is difficult to estimate how many business and industrial
concerns run camps for their employees, but until the depression,
the niamber of these camps was increasing. The need for such
camps is real; and "because of the fact that its resources are
large and its workers the very ones who need camp life most,
industry seems to be a natural leader in this direction, •* ^®
Among camps which come under this classification might be men-
tioned first of all, the camps maintained by department stores
such as the R. H. Macy Co. of New York, Grand Leader Dry Goods
Co. of St Louis, and the May Company of Cleveland*
Public utilities are another group in the camping field
such as the New York Telephone Company and the General Electric
Company. A third type are camps run by large industrial concerns
such as Armour andCompany and the Patrick Duluth Company of
Duluth, Minnesota.
VI • A Study of a Representative Camp of Each Type
1. CAJflP NEWAGO
Camp Newago is run by the Young Women's Christian Associa-
Community Service, Inc. Summer Camps. Municipal and In-
dustrial
, p. 16.
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tion of Grand Rapids, Michigan, Located on a small private
lake near Fewaygo, Michigan, it was opened in July 1927. The
camp season lasts for ten weeks - from the last of June until
La"bor Day - and there are accommodations for eighty campers.
The camp is located on a wooded hill overlooking Pickerel Lake,
which is one of four connecting lakes nestled among the hills.
This high location makes it delightfully oool with an ever re-
freshing "breeze. The drinking water, which is periodically
analyzed at the City Filtration Plant comes from a well in the
"basement of the lodge. The small lake owned "by the Y.W. with
its sandy "beach and gradually deepening water furnishes excel-
lent swimming and boating opportunities. The property consists
of twenty-five acres one mile from the main highway and is very
private, as there can be no other camps or cottages on the lake.
It is three miles from the town of Uewaygo and forty miles from
Grand Rapids, mai:ing it readly accessible by train, bus or auto-
mobile. I
The camp director is Director of the Health Education Depart-
ment of the|Grand Rapids Y«W.C.A. during the rest of the year, so
that the camp work and the Y. ¥ C. A. work are cL osely ©oordinated.
During the camp season she gives her full time to directing csimp.
Although she ha^had no special training for camp work, she has
||
studied a great deal about the subject since the camp was started
and makes a real effort to keep up to date.
The other members of the staff are partly employed by the
Y.W.C.A. in the winter and partly recruited from the outside.
^
.e» 1^ «»
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there are thirteen coxmselors in all: a program director, a
swimming counselor and assistant, an athletic counselor and as-
bistant, a camp craft counselor, a handicraft counselor, a nature
counselor, a riding counselor, a general assistant counselor, an
office clerk and a registered nurse. There is also a foreign
student on the staff each summer to give an international atmos-
phere. The salary schedule varies from a $50 minimum to a $200
Baaximum for the season, excluding the Camp Director, who receives
er regular yearly salary. The director and staff together make
out the work schedule, which does not provide for any specific
numher of hours a day. One day and night each week is given each
jcounselor away from caup, which seems an ideal arrangement. Staff
meetings are held at least three times a week. The counselors
[With the lightest prograims live in cabins with the campers, one
in each cabin. The others live together in a separate cabin.
The general staff consist sfof three kitchen people--a cook,
who is also a dietitian, and two helpers. There is no night watch-
man or man living on the camp groimds. These people are employe^
[by the Camp Director and are not Y. W. workers.
The Camp Department is considered a separate department of
the Y.W.C.A. and the funds are handled through the bookkeeping
department of the Y.W.C.A. in Grand Rapids. The office secretary
at camp is in charge of these during the summer, the director
writing all checks*
The Camp program is much like that of a private camp includ-
ing swimming, canoeing, boating, tennis, athletics, riding, camp
' « f, f
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craft, handicraft, nature study, and folk dancing. The evenings
are occupied with plays, parties, treasure hunts, hare and hound
Ibhases, pageants and camp fires. The program is very flexible
and no one is required to participate imless they wish. The
campers have a definite part in planning the day's activities
[through a council composed of one camper from each cabin. They
meet almost daily with a counselor and set up the program each
week. This council changes its membership every week in order t(j
include new girls as they come to camp. An overnight hi ke of
about six miles is taken each week, depending of course, on the
type of girls who want to go. Occasionally trucks are hired for
picnics and the girls pay extra for these. A rest hour is pro-
vided after lunch each day. The big problem, which practically
all business girls' camps are trying to solve more or less suc-
cessfully - that of planning a program to suit the needs of those
who return year after year, is present, although hardly a real
problem as yet, as the camp islonly five years old. There has
never been any system of merits and rewards.
There are a few definite rules, such as passing rigid tests
before canoes or boats may be taken out; no one, not even coun-
jselors, are allowed in the water alone, and smoking is not
permitted at any time either by campers or counselors. I wonder
how successfully the aaoking rule can be enforced today among
business girls J
Besides a trained nurse in camp, there is a doctor within
easy reach. A thorough physical examination is required of
1-
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every girl before entering camp by the Y.W.C.A. physician in
Grand Rapids. Ho accident reports are made out andUio infirmary
is provided.
There is no crib for non- swimmers, as the camp director
says, **It is not needed in our particular swimming place. We
have our diving dock in such a place that it makes a crib un-
necessary." It is rather difficult to understand just what she
means by that. Swimming counselors must be Red Cross Life Savers
and up to date on their tests and, of course, no one is allowed
in the water unless the life guards are on duty.
The garbage is carted away each day by a farmer and all th^
waste is burned each morning in a large pit. There is a septic
tank with flush toilets, seven for the campers and a separate
one for the counselors. Hot water is always available in the
kitchen and a shower is located in the basement of the lodge.
Milk is supplied by a reliable local dealer and fresh
vegetables are used entirely. Since the eook is also a dietitism
the meals are well planned and the menus balanced.
The buildings on the camp property consists of a Lodge,
50 X 100 feet, in which is located the kitchen and office. A
sixteen foot screened porch is on one end, which is used as a din-
ing hall. There are seven cabins for campers and three cabins
for the staff. These cabins are scattered throughout the woods
and are screened and electrically lighted. A house for the
toilets and a garage which will accommodate six cars complete
the buildings. Further equipment includes an athletic field.
Boston University
school of Education
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a tennis court, eight "boats, two small canoes, two war canoes
and indoor games of every description.
The Grand Rapids newspapers give the camp much publicity
with pictures, hut as the camp director so well states, '*Our
"best advertising has been our satisfied campers"*
It is decidedly to the credit of Camp Newaygo that it is
self-supporting, in these days when the Middle West has been so
very much affected by the depression. Last year there were only
three weeks when the camp was not filled to capacity and 310
different girls were enrolled. About a fourth of the campers
come back year after year; and since the opening in 1927, it
has been necessary to build three new cabins to accommodate the
girls who were anxious to become campers. The Board of Directors
of the Grand Rapids Y.W.C.A. are so well satisfied with the value
of Camp Newaygo that there is no possibility, unless something H
unforeseen occurs, of its being discontinued. It was certainly
never more needed than it is in Michigan today!
:2. CAMP TAWAKI
Camp Tawaki is conducted under the auspices of the Girls*
Friendly Society of the Protestant Episcopal Church. Tawaki
[
(the Indian name for •friendly") was opened ten years ago, and
; is located on Lake Cohasset in Palisades Park, Arden, New York*
Accommodating 48 girls, it starts July 1st and continues until
September 6th. Although the camp iaprimarily for members of
'
II
the Girls* Friendly Society, other girls are welcomed if accommo-
dati ons permit and they are properly recommended .
The rate for
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members is |9.50 a week, while non-members pay |12,00,
I
Since this camp isunder the Jurisdiction of the Palisades
Park, the water supply, sanitation and camp hi ildings are approved
and regularly inspected throughout the summer by the New York
Board of Health. The drinking water is obtained from a reservoir
and is frequently analyzed. Located on a bluff, 1160 feet above
^sea level, overlooking Lake Cohasset and surrounded by pine
trees there is good natural drainage andplenty of shade. LaJce
1 I
Cohasset furnishes splendid swimming opportunities. The beauty
of the Bear Mountain region is too well known to need further
j
jjdescription. The camp property consists of five acres of land,
^
about an eighth of a mile in from a public highway. It can be
reached only by a private road and the camp is further secluded
;
because it is on a peninsula. A little over fifty miles from
New York City, it is only three miles from Arden station on the
loain line of the Erie Railroad and nine miles inland from Bear
Mountain Reservation, thus making the problem of transporting
supplies and campers an easy matter. It is also near enough to
New York City to make week-end visits practicable and popular,
|
both for those girls who cannot come for their vacation and for
those who wish to supplement their two wee^s.
I]
The Camp Director is usually a member of the Girls* Friendly
Society with some business training and some previous camping
j
experience. She is not expected to be the program director but
rather to have general oversight over the whole camp. Since i|
there is no nurse on the camp staff, she must be able to attend
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to simple nursing.
I
The other members of the staff consist of a head counselor,
who is the program director and does the shopping for the camp
(rather an unusual combination!), a head swimming counselor
and two assistants, an arts and crafts counselor, a nature
i counselor, two junior counselors and three or four aides who
are really counselors- in- training. The salary schedule varies
from |150 to ^25, while the aides pay part of their board. The
camp director and head coimselor make out the work schedule for
the Staff and each member is expected to do four or five hours
of scheduled activity daily. "Time- off " is provided on the
basis of an afternoon and evening for the head counselors and
an afternoon or evening for the junior counselors. This would
not seem to me quite sufficient time off for the juniors. Staff
meetings, at which any problems that have arisen are discussed and
ways of improving the program are suggested and decided upon, -
are held weekly. The head counselors have their own cabin while
the assistants sleep with the girls. Smoking is permitted in
the Senior Counselors cabin only. The general staff consists
of a cook, an assistant c^ok and a handy man. The kitchen
people are engaged in New York by the Chairman of the Cam.p
Committee and must have regular health certificates. It is
interesting to note that while the camp formerly had a dieti-
tian on its staff, the cook after nine years proved so intelli-
gent that she now carries on with the ©operation of the shopper*
None of the camp personnel is employed by the Girls* Friendly
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Society in the winter time*
' Although the cajnp accounts arehandled as a separate unit,
the Holiday House Department of the Girls* Friendly Society
is directly responsible for the camp and its chairman is the
chairman of the Camp Committee*
I The canp program includes swimming, handcraft, dramatics,
folk dancing, singing, athletic activities, hikes and bus trips*
The program is flexible and the girls through their cabin coun-
selors send their suggestions to the staff meetings. The
campers evidently do not have as much opportunity to plan their
own programs a^in most business girls* camps; for suggestions
made through another person are never as satisfactory as those
made first hand. Once a week a bus trip is taken away from
camp. Whether or not an extra charge is made depends on the
distance. Swimming, as might be expected, is the most popular
j
activity, and many girls pass their Senior Red Cross Life Saving
Course. Evening activities consist of games, dramatics and
camp fires*
j
Although there is no registered nurse on the staff, a
reliable physician lives within telephone call and the Tuxedo
Hospital is within twenty minutes drive. A health certificate
is required only for those campers under eighteen years, which
seems rather strange. There is apparently no infirmary or
provision for isolation in case of contagious disease. Acci-
j
dent reports are required to cover insurance regulations*
Water safety precautions consist of a crib for non- swimmers.
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life-saving equipment and competent Life Guards. No girl is
ever in the water except during the regular swimming hour.
The problem of camp sanitation is very much simplified at
Tawaki because the Interstate Park takes charge of the garbage
and waste disposal. The washing and toilet facilities are in
separate buildings and running water and showers are available*
It is necessary to carry hot water from the kitchen when wanted*
Milk is supplied by a local dealer and fresh vegetables are
available from nearby farms*
The buildings on the camp property consist of a large reerea-
tion hall, with dining room and kitchen downstairs and an office,
guest room and camp director's room upstairs; six cabins holding
eight girls each and a counselor; one counselors' cabin with
running water and a bath; an arts and crafts shop; a combinatioi
garage and cook's rooms with running water; two latrines and two
wash houses with running water and showers. Swimming equipment
and an athletic field furnish opportunity for land and water
sports.
The methods which are used to advertise the camp are four-
fold— first, printed folders; secondly, letters to the clergy
and all society Branch Presidents; thirdly, the Diocesan bulletin;
and lastly, old campers who visit various branches of the Girls'
Friendly and tell the girls about camp. The last method is, as
one might expect, proving to be by far the most satisfactory.
The Girls' Friendly Society officials are very much satis-
fied with Camp Tawaki because they feel it fills a real need.
t
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About 250 different girls are now attending, and until the de-
pression, there had been a gradual steady increase in campers
each summer. That the campers enjoy it is shovm by the fact
that many girls come back year after year. Up to now the camp
j|
has been self-supporting, except for the rent, which the Girls*
j
Friendly Society paid. This year it will be necessary to meet
j
the rent as well as the other expenses; and if this is not pos-
sible the camp may have to discontinue until such a time as
economic conditions improve^
ii
I
3. KITTREDGE CLUB CAMP
' Kittredge Gamp, Central Valley, New York, v/as founded in
I'
1920 by the Abbott E. Kittredge Club for Girls of Hew York City.
i The camp is situated on Upper Twin Lake in Palisade Interstate
ij
Park, which is known as one of the finest hill and lake regions
in this country. The camp season is from July 1st through
Labor Day and there are accommodations for sixty- five girls.
The camp is open to businessjgirls not members of the Kittredge
Club as well as to those who are. The members pay $12.00 a
week while non-members pay $14.00.
j
The camp consists of four to five acres of the motmtainous
country which surrounds Upper Twin Lake. There are camps all
aroiind the lake, but nnne can be seen from Kittredge and there
is a distinct feeling of privacy. It is seven miles from Central
Valley and sixty miles from New York City. The camp can be
reached from New York by either the Erie Railroad to Central
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Valley and a Taug to camp or hy the Albany Day Line "boat to Bear
Mountain and a Tdus from there to camp. There are also good auto-
mobile roads by way of the Bear Mountain Bridge. The girls are
urged to use the camp for week-ends as well as vacations and it
is near enough to New York to make such short trips practical*
The camp director is not a member of the Kittredge Club
staff during the rest of the year and has no particular training
for camp work. She serves as housekeeper, dietitian and general
supervisor over every detail of the camp routine. The other staff
members are a head counselor, an assistant and two junior counsel-
ors who have no special titles, but divide the work among them-
selves. No salary schedule was given and the canselors are ex-
pected to work an "indefinite" number of hours per day. Staff
meetings are held once a week and the head counselor and camp
director work out the other counselors' schedules. Each member
of the staff is given one day off a week and the camp director
comments, "They were never anxious to take it, but they should
have it". The head counselor and assistant each had a tent of
their own, while the two junior counselors slept together in a
tent. The general staff was composed of two cooks, one dining
room man, a night watchman and a handy man, hired by the director,
who serves in the capacity of dietitian herself.
The camp is under the direct supervision of the Governing
Board of the Kittredge Club in New York City and the ac® unting
is la ndled as a part of the club*s regular bookkeeping. All
bills must be paid in full on the Monday before starting to
i
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camp. This is a rather unusual arrangement for business girls*
camps, as far as I can discover, andjone which certainly must
save a lot of trouble at caiap.
The camp program is very varied, and flexible except that
it always includes swimming with instruction twice a day. Othe^
activities include hiking, picnics, volley ball, basket ball,
baseball, quoits, tap dancing, nature study, arts and crafts,
horseback riding (extra charge), bridge and backgammon. A bus
trip to West Point is taken each week, as well as a trip to
Bear Mountain for roller skating, and occasional other trips.
The girls pay extra for these. A rest hour is provided after lunch
each day. The girls do not share in planning the day-time ac-
tivities, but they do their own entertaining at night, with helfe
from the counselors. No one is required to do anything but jus!|b
loaf if she so desires. Head bands are awarded to those girls
who take part in a certain number of activities*
There are only three rules which are mentioned:
1. No girl is allowed to take part in athletics in
high heeled shoes.
2. A doctor* s heart certificate is absolutely required
for sports and swimming.
3. The girls themselves decided "no smoking anywhere
except in their shacks".
There is no nurse in camp and the nearest doctor is at
Central Valley. A heart certificate is required for active
participation in sports. There is a crib for non-swimmers,
and Red Cross rules govern boating and swimming. Swimming
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counselors must have passed the Red Gross Life Saving Tests.
ij
Just as at Camp Tawaki, the water supply, sanitation and
il
0 ^ camp 111 ildings are approved and regularly inspected throughout
thelsummer "by the New York State Board of Health; and the Pali-
il
sade Park trucks collect the waste and garbage every day. The
"Soldier Camp Wash House" is used for washing and toilet facili-j
ties. Milk is supplied by a reputable dealer and fresh vegetables
are obtained from New York City. Kittredge prides itself on its
plentiful and excellent food.
The camp equipment includes a bungalow club house, open-air
dining hall, large recreation hall with hardwood floor and wood-
burning fireplace, and six rustic sleeping cabins with comfortable
cot beds.
Kittredge Camp has proved itself very popular with the
campers and the Board of Directors are convinced of its value.
New members are brought each year by the old campers and as yet
the depression has had no effect on the camp, and there is no
possibility of its being discontinued.
4. POLICE RECREATION CAMP
The Police Recreation Centre inlplatte Clove, Greene County,
Hew York, is very different from the other business girls' camps
studied. Opened in 1919, it is run by the New York Police Depart-
ment for active and retired members of the police force and their
families only. It accommodates four hundred people and the charl-
ges range from $17.50 to $21 a week. It came to my knowledge
iII
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through a police woman who had been there and praised it enthu-
siastically. It is situated one hundred miles from New York,
on the western hank of the Hudson River, 2300 feet above sea
level, on the slopes of Indian Hill and High Peak Mountain in
the Cat skills. The land comprises 500 acres and is provided witji
a large water supply collected in a modern reservoir, which is
piped to the hotel and every cottage and bungalow. The water is
carefully analyzed to insure its purity. The camp is six miles
from the nearest railroad station of Tannersville.
The Camp Director is President of the Patrolmen* s Benevolenl|t
Association and during the camp season, devotes his full time to
the work. There are no counselors, but a college man is recrea-
tion instructor and supervises those activities which the guests
request. This man works between eight and ten hours a day and
gets one day off in ten. The camp isjunder the direction of the
Line Organizations of the Police Department, but the accounting
is handled as a separate unit. The campers plan their own pro-
gram entirely, and such things as swimming, hand ball, bowling,
dancing, motor trips and motion pictures are very popular.
A police surgeon is on duty at the camp during the entire
season and is completely equipped for emergency, medical and
surgical cases. Accidents reports are required, but no physical
examination at any time.
There is a concrete swimming pool, with no special crib
for non- swimmers. Since there are no swimming counselors,
members of the Police Department who happen to be vacationing
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at the camp volunteer their services to watch the pool.
Waste and garbage is disposed of in an incinerator. The
waste water and refuse is purified by chemicals and passes into
the mountain stream. The camp has its own fire-figiiting appara-
tus provided by the New York Fire Department in addition to tie
regular fire fighting apparatus required by law in all buildingt
About 25^ of the milk supply is obtained from cattle belonging
to the centre, and about 2b% of the vegetables are grown on the:(t^
own farm. The other 75^ isjpurchased from local farmers. The
kitchen force consists of a dietitian, a chef and about thirty
helpers. There are also between fifteen and twenty waitresses.
The buildings on the camp property consist of a large
modern hotel, cottages and bungalows, an auditorium, a moving
picture theatre and a dance hall. An athletic field, tennis
courts, handball courts, croquet grounds and boats help to pro-
vide entertainment.
The camp just makes its own expenses. Both campers and
directors are well satisfied and the depression has had no appre-
ciable effect as yet. During July and August the camp is full
and between May 15 and July 1 and August 31 and October 15 abouj^
75^ full. There is no possibility of its being discontinued.
The following additional information -volunteered by one of the
Police Department officials is interesting.
v.- -u "J* ^^-^^ ^2^^^ P^^camp^ in the countrywhich has a notice posted at the clerk's desk re-
quiring all guests to check their firearms. As
all policemen have permission to carry revolvers,
it is expected that they will have a service revolver
with them when coming to camp, but they are not
«
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permitted to take them any further than the desk.
"The Police Camp is run differently from other
camps because the members of the Police department
are trained to preserve law and order, and it is, there-
fore, not necessary to supervize their activities or
recreation too closely. It is felt that no sv/imming
instructors are m cessary because all policemen are
swimmers and when a policeman brings his family to
camp he is held responsible for their safety."
5« CAMP ISIDA
R. H. Macy and Company, the well known department store in
New York City, has established a splendid camp for its women
employees at Burlingham, Sullivan County, New York. Opened
fourteen years ago, it was named Camp Isida, after Isabel and
Ida Strauss, who went down on the Titanic, The camp season
lasts from June 12th to September 17th, cr a period of fourteen
weeks during which all Macy employees have their regular summer
vacation. When it was first started married women were allowed
to bring their children to camp but as this plan did not work
out well, it was discontinued. Since R. H. Macy bought Bamber-
ger and Company in Newark, Bamberger girls are allowed to come
to Isida. The camp can accommodate about ninety girls and the
charge is |12.00 a week for rooms in the main house and $8.00
a week for the sleeping porches or the two bungalows.
Camp Isida is located Just ninety miles from New York in
the foothills of the Catskills. It faces directly on a large
private lake and is surrounded by fields and woods. There are
ninety-nine acres of land, including a farm, and the nearest
railroad station is Middletown, twelve miles away. There is a
1.

"bus connection between camp and Middletown.
The camp director is the Director of Social Service and
Recreation at Macy*s during the rest of the year, sjid so is con-
stantly in contact with the girls. During the summer and early
spring she gives her entire time to arranging for and directing
the camp. The other membersof the staff are more and more being
drawn from the store employees. During the last few years coun-|
selors who have proven especially valuable at camp have often
been taken into the store during the winter. Last year the
director mentioned the need for trained counselors for various
positions in the "Macy House Organ" and she was able to get a
registered nurse, two dramatic counselors, an arts and crafts
instructor and a dietitian from those who applied. The dietitian
was found sd ling toys as she had been unable to find employmenlj
in her profession.
There are eight counselors and a clerk besides the camp
director (the other three not mentioned above having charge
of swimming and athletics). By means of a Leadership Course
which is held in June each year at camp, junior counselors are
picked to help out on the staff, each one being used for a montli.
This seems like a splendid idea for obtaining future leadership
The salary schedule varies. Those who are regular Macy employees
are transferred to the camp payroll for the summer at a certain
rate. The recreation director receives $300, |200, or ^150
depending on experience,
A Staff meeting is held every night to go over the progranl
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for the next day. A morning off a week is given to each coun-
selor, with the privilege of having breakfast in "bed. During
quiet hour from two to three each day, the counselors are also
free. Every Friday night the Staff has a supper party in the
Staff living room and one of the responsible campers is put in
charge of the dining room. The camp directors feel this plan
works very well and makes for a happier spirit among the coun-
selors. The campers also seem to enjoy one meal when no staff
members are present and do not feel at all neglectedl The coun-
selors are not expected to sleep with the girls but have sepa-
rate rooms with a private bath for counselors only.
The general staff is unusually large because of the farm
that is run in connection with the camp. There are twenty- four
people in all, including kitchen help, cleaning women, gardener,
chauffeur and farm help. These are not regular Macy employees
but are hired for the summer. Three girls from the store who
want the camp life in exchange for four hours of work a day,
are used to set the tables.
Camp Isida comes under the Personnel Training Department
of the store, but the camp funds are kept separate and all ex-
penditures are subject to the approval of the camp director.
The camp program is much like a private camp, including
such things as arts and crafts, athletics, swimming and boating,
golf, deck tennis, archery, over-night hikes, and dramatics.
Last year dramatics was carried on on quite a large scale. Witii
the help of the dramatic counselors, the girls built their own
outdoor theatre, even mixing the cement and clearing the under-
•f
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brush. They "built a rock garden in front, made their own costumes,
and earned money enough to "buy stage lights. On Lahor Day night
the girls presented their version of "Show Boat", which was re-
ceived with tremendous enthusiasm. This work has had a definite
carry-over, in that at the girls' request, classes are being con-
ducted in the store three nights a week this winter in stagecraft,
acting and costuming. One night a week, small groups cook their
supper outdoors, and over-night camping has proved very popular.
The girls have shown their initiative by building two cabins for
an overnight camp. The campers also make their own trails with
bridges and have made an interesting nature trail.
Two-day over-night excursions are taken to Slide Mountain
and have proved very popular. Evenings are given over to hikes,
parties, campfires, bridge and games and dramatics. One night
each week the girls have as "their" night and on this evening
they do everything f .r themselves, planning their own program
from beginning to end#
The problem of meeting the needs of girls who return year
after year has proved to be a real one and is met by constantly
trying to find new activities each year or emphasizing different
ones. For instance, as already mentioned, dramatics was stressed
Iqst summer. There are no emblems or awards, the only honor being
that of being chosen to light the camp fire, which is granted to
three outstanding girls.
In so far as possible the girls are encouraged to plan theif
own program. The camp is considered a small community and there
t« <
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are no rules or regulations except that the girls are expected
to conduct themselTes with due respect for the rights of others.
Girls may leave the grounds whenever they wish, provided they le
the director know. Quiet is expected by 11 o'clock at night.
As there are no smoking rules at all, the girls are free to smok)^
anywhere
•
There is both a trained nurse on the staff and an infirmary
to care for any illness or accident. A careful record is kept
by the nurse of all cases treated. The nearest doctor is in
Kiddle town, twelve miles away. Uo physical examinations are re-
quired. The water used for drinking purposes is tested regular-
ly and the lake water is also analyzed. A crib is provided for
non- swimmers and flat bottom boats are used entirely. Swimming
is scheduled twice a day and no one is allowed to go in the watef
unless the life guards are on duty*
Most of the garbage is fed to the pigs on the farm and the
Iremainder with the waste is burned in a large incinerator. Prac«|
tically all the vegetables, except potatoes are grown on the faril^,
although the milk is received from a local dealer. A trained
pLietitian isjin charge of the planning and serving of all meals.
The buildings on the camp property consist of a large farm
louse which is open all year round and a smaller house, called
••Greenwich Village", which has large sleeping porches, a large
recreation room, writing room, office and store. A tennis court,
baseball field and driving range for golf complete the equipment
The girls are very enthusiastic about camp and talk about ill
V •
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constantly to their fellow-workers. The Macy officials feel it
is so worthwhile that despite a large deficit each year, there
kias been no talk of discontinuing it. They feel there is a
aefinite gain in "Macy spirit" and loyalty toward the store as a
result of Gamp Isida»
6. CAMP SHERWOOD
Camp Sherwood at Warwick, New York, is a vacation camp for
the women employees of the New York Telephone Company and was
opened June 25, 1931. It is named for the late Edgar Freeman
Sherwood, Vice President of the New York Telephone Company, and
for many years head of the Traffic Department and actively in-
terested in the welfare of its women employees. It was estab-
lished in answer to requests made by the young women of the or-
ganization and is planned to provide a place in the country wherjjg
they can spend a healthful, care- free, outdoor vacation at a reason-
able rate.
The camp is located on the New York-New Jersey State line,
10 miles west of Greenwood Lake in Orange County, New York,
The nearest village, about 3 miles from the camp, is Warwick,
N. Y. , reached by the Lehigh and Hudson Railroad which connects
with the Erie Railroad at Greycourt. It is 65 miles from New
York City and so is close enough to make week-end trips practi-
cal and not too expensive.
The property covers about 500 acres of rolling country,
wooded slopes and deep ravines. The highest point is about
1200 feet above sea level affording a magnificent view of the
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surrounding country. A good sized "brook, which is fed by the
many springs on the place, is the main water supply. The amount
of land available and the isolation of the property make it verj
desirable as a camp site. It is possible to take long walks and
hikes without leaving the grounds, and the danger of trespassing
on other people's property is almost eliminated. It is a con-
siderable distance from the main road and far enough from War-
wick so that the villagers do not consider the camp a nuisance
and the camp is not annoyed by strangers visiting it. Sherwood
Hall, the rest home for convalescent women employees, occupies
part of the property, but as it is about three quarters of a
mile away from the Camp, the activities of one do not interfere
with the activities of the other.
The camp can accommodate one hundred and ten girls during
the week and one hundred and thirty- four for the week-end, when
a cabin a little distance removed from the other shacks is opened.
The charge is $15 a week plus railroad and bus fare. The camp
season lasts about twelve weeks, from the middle of June thruugl.
Labor Day.
The Camp Director is a woman with a broad background, hav-
ing worked with girls over a period of years and having had pre-
vious camp experience with the Young Women's Christian Associa*
tion. She is Supervisor of Employment for Women during the win-
ter and so is very familiar with the Telephone Company policies.
She is a woman with a great deal of common sense, initiative and
enthusiasm, always searching for ways to improve conditions. The
telephone officials fiJ^nly "believe that the camp director shouic .
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"be a regular telephone employee, rather than an outsider and
that she should give herfull time during the spring and summer
to the administration of the camp.
The other members of the Camp Staff are a recreation direc|
tor and an assistant, a physical director and two assistants,
an arts and crafts instructor, a storekeeper and general assist
ant, a registered nurse, a dietitian, a camp clerk, and two
registration clerks (who have their office in New York City).
The camp director selects her own staff and it idmade up partly
of Company employees and partly of outside people. A sample of
the application used in employing counselors is given in Table
IX.
For the most part, during the last ten years an unusually
loyal, cooperative, congenial and capable staff has been chosen
The result has been a splendid Camp spirit and a willingness to
do more than their share in trying to give the campers a happy
vacation. The duties of each member of the staff are discussed
with her by the camp director at the time she is engaged. A
careful 'work schedule" is filled out by each counselor each
day so that the working hours may be kept evenly distributed.
Staff meetings are held at least once a week, sometimes oftener
in order to discuss freely the problems which come up from time
to time and to make it possible to exchange ideas and get assisjt
ance and inspiration from each other
•
The counselors have two separate shacks, one at each end
of camp, divided into single rooms. The camp director has a
••
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little shack of her own, containing a living room, bed-room and
bath. Each staff member is expected to work from six to eight
hours daily and receives one morning and one evening a week off
duty. On her morning off she may sleep through breakfast and
care for herself in the kitchen when she choses to get up. The
evenings off are not as satisfactory, unless one wishes to go to
the movies in town and the camp car is available, as there is
no room where the staff members who are off duty can be by them-
selves. The staff shacks do not have electricity and reading
or writing by means of a kerosene lantern is never satisfactory*
The wage scale is given in Table X and all wages are paid
weekly rather than monthly or at the end of the sumiaer as in
many camps.
The general staff consists of a cook, assistant cook, two
girls fir dishwashing, a cleaning woman, handy man, chauffeur
and a night watchman. Extra help is engaged from Sherwood Hall
or from Warwick when needed. These people are also hired by
the camp director with the © operation of the Dining Service De-
partment in New York*
Camp Sherwood is under the supervision of the Vice Presi-
dent in Charge of Personnel Activities and jne of the Assistants
I
to the Vice President spends considerable time at camp. The
accounting is done by the General Auditor's Staff of Accountants.
There areijust four regulations which the girls are asked t(
observe, as follows:
1. Girls are requested not to leave camp without telling
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TABLE IX
NEW YORK TELEPHONE COMPANY
CAMP SHERWOOD, WARWICK, N. Y.
APPLICATION FOR CAMP STAFF
Date
Condition of Health
Telephone Number
Telephone Number
Nsune
Age Height Weight
Home Address
Present Address
Nationality
Father's Birthplace
How many children in family Are you the oldest youngest
Are you married Were you ever married
School or College attended
Special Subjects pursued
Present Occupation
What position are you applying for
Salary expected
In the following check the things you ca,n do well, check twice
those you are especially proficient in, and three times those
you can teach:
Swimming
Diving
Life Saving
Corrective Gymnastics
First Aid
Dancing
Folk
Interpretative
Rhythmic
Social
Track
Baseball
Volley Ball
Tennis
Indoor Games
Drajnatics
Arts and Craft
Nature Study
Wood Craft
Story telling
Hostess
Pageantry
Song Leading
Piano
Bugle
Utoilele
Add any other activities in which you are interested
What are your social interests
^9
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TABLE IX (continued)
How do you spend your own vacation
^fliat experience have you had in Camping
Where When For how long
Have you passed the Red Cross Life Saving Test
What practical experience have you had in working with girls
Business experience
Position or Uature of work and term held
Name of Employer Location
Personal References
Name Address
(Please do not name a relative or your Pastor)
How long could you "be in Camp Between the dates of
APPLICAU ON FOR EMPLOYMENT
NURSE
Date
Name in full
Address
Date of birth
Nationality
Graduate of
State in which registered
Experience
Telephone No.
Married
Year
Registration No,
References
Remarks

the director, who will readily grant them
permission.
2. Girls are not permitted to go into the swimming
pool except at swimming periods when a swimming
instructor is in charge.
3# Girls are asked to come to meals on time in
order to make the difficult work of the kitchen
people that much easier.
4. Girls are requested to quiet down after eleven
at night, so those who wish to sleep may do so.
The smoking situation is in a very unsatisfactory state
at present. Although nothing is said ahout it, the girls are
not expected to smoke and do not do so openly. This is not be-
cause the camp director objects, but because the company offi-
cials feel it is unwise to permit something at camp which is
forbidden in the central offices. The result is that the girls
smoke in their shacks and while the counselors know it, they preil-
tend not to notice it. Last summer smoking was permitted for th||e
first time in the company dining rooms in New York City, so it
seems hopeful that something definite will be done about smokiiig
at camp this summer. It has been a problem among both the campers
and staff for a number of years nov/.
Only once or twice since camp opened has it been necessary
to request a girl to leave camp and this only when the presence
of the girl would do more harm than good to the other campers.
Such an occurrence is naturally bad advertising for the camp
and does not help the girl involved, but is necessary under
certain conditions..
When Sherwood first opened the girls were interested in
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TABLE X
CMP SHERWOOD TENTATIVE WAGE SCALE
jingage-
ment Year
orcL
Year Year Majcimiim
Dietitian 120.00 $22.00 $24.00 125.00
Nurse 20.00 22.00 24.00 25.00
Arts & Crafts 20.00 22.00 24.00 25.00
Recreation I 20.00 22.00 24.00 25.00
Recreation II 16.00 18.00 20.00 22.00
Physical Education I 20.00 22.00 24.00 25.00
Physical Education II 16.00 18.00 20.00 22.00
Clerical 20.00 22.00 24.00 25.00
Reg. Clerk 25.00 27,50 30.00 32.50
Assistant Clerk 15,00 15.00
Persons engaged may "be given advanced standing depending
on previous experience.
Persons transferred from Company forces will be paid not
less than the regular starting rate nor mere than their regular
salary less $7.00 commutation for board and lodging.
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little except music and dancing. To stimulate their interest
a varied program was offered which has been added to from time
to time and includes such activities as— swimming, athletics,
hilses, tennis, clock golf, folk dancing, primitive camping,
overnight hikes, nature study, dramatics, parties, morning sings
camp fires, hay rides, bacon bats, arts and crafts and trips
away from camp. The program is flexible and inspired as far as
possible by the girls ' interests. No rest hour is provided for a/
ter lunch. For those who wish to just rest there are books,
quiet games, a current events hour each week and beautiful paths
through the woods where the campers may wander at will. Every-
one is free to maXe her choice of activities and spend her days
at Sherwood in her own way. The girls elect a member of their
shack each week to serve on the "Recreation Committee" and this
committee with the recreation and athletic counselors plan tlE
activities for the week. The committee members make a point of
finding out what their group wants, and if it is at all possible
it is arranged. Bus trips away from camp are taken every other
week and this is the only extra the girls are asked to pay f(r
Usually one bus goes to West Point to visit the Military Acadeinj|,
The evening programs are filled with such thirigs as moon-
light hikes, bacon bats, hay rides, parties, shows stunt nights,
games and camp fires. Of all the events which take place at
camp none is more popular than campfire. It is so different
from anything most of the girls have had before and so solemn
and beautiful that it is the thing referred to again and again
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by old campers.
A camp paper, called "The Spider" is issued each week by
the campers themselves assisted by the recreation counselor.
The reading of this paper in front of the fire on Friday nightsl
is eagerly awaited by everyone.
When camp first opened chevrons were awarded to those girls
who had won a certain number of point sjduring each week, but
after three years this was given up. It was felt that the hsir
it did overbalanced the good--in some cases girls were trying
so hard for points that they left camp more tired than when thejy
arrived.
One other form of award is the coveted Five Year pin. It
is the policy of the Telephone Company to give its employees
a service pin for the first five years in the Telephone Company
and a star for each additional five yeaxs of service. Camp
Sherwood has used this idea to the extent of giving each campei'
who spends five vacations at camp a very attractive little gol(i
pin shaped like a "Greenwood" tree (the Sherwood emblem).
These vacations need not necessarily be consecutive and one
week or more is a "vacation". As might be expected, these pins
are considered priceless by those who have won than. Table
XII gives in detail the number of girls who have thus far re-
ceived pins.
At Sherwood a registered nurse is always on duty at the
"Health House" and a doctor in Warwick, recommended by the
Medical Department of the Telephone Company, is available
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for emergencies. One of the Medical Department doctors visits
camp once each week and examines all girls whom the nurse wishes
him to see. Each girl receives a physical examination from the
Medical Department in the city yearly, and these examinations arfe
checked over when the girl applies for camp. If anything is
found which might be aggravated by camp life, the girl is re-
examined when she reaches camp and her limitations are carefully
explained to her. All medical supplies are given to the girls
free of charge. The Warwick Hospital is only ten minutes away
by automobile, if hospital attention is necessary. Table XI is
a sample of the accident report which is filled out for all
accidents, no matter how trivial they may seem at the time. The
camp director frequently gives accident prevention talks to the
cajnp on Sunday night and the matter is often discussed in Staff
meeting, so the counselors will report all accident hazards
promptly.
If a girl becomes sick while at camp, she is frequently put
on disaU lity and transferred to Sherwood Hall, the convalescent
home. This means that she does not lose the rest of her vaca-
tion but will be given it when she is once more fit for duty.
The swimming pool is artificial, made by damming up a brook
It has a crib for non- swimmers at one end and every precaution
is taken to guard against accident. Swimming instructors are
all competent Life Savers and the waterfront equipment is care-
fully inspected and kept in order. Under no circumstances is
anyone permitted in the pool except during regular
swimming
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periods.
Both the drinlcing water and swimming water come from an
artesian well and a gasoline engine is used to pump water into
the swimming pool and into a large reservoir for drinking water.
The water is analyzed periodically during the camp season by
the Medical Department. The waste disposal system was installed
under the supervision of the State Department of Sanitation,
Garbage, which is kept in fly- tight containers, is gathered
twice a day by the farm truck; and refuse is burned in an in-
cinerator.
The washing and toilet facilities consist of two wa^
houses, one at each end of camp, which contain a row of flush
toilets on one side and a row of basins and showers on the other.
Laundry facilities are provided in each wash house and hot watei
is available at all times.
"Dawn hikes'* are an institution at Sherwood which pretty
closely follow Dr. Sanders* plea for not sacrificing too much
of the adventure and joy of living. Once a week gaiy girls who
wish are awakened by the night watchman in time to hike to the
top of a nearby hill, led by a counselor, and see the sunrise.
Before they start coffee and crackers are served in the kitchen
so that no ill effects of hiking on an empty stomach will re-
sult. Most of the girls feel it is well worth the effort of
getting up and look forward eagerly to "dawn hike" morning.
Camp Sherwood has always prided itself upon its meals»
The food is purchased chiefly through the Dining Service
iJbo X-
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TABLE XI
The purpose of this report is to supply information to be used
in preventing similar accidents.
To "be used in reporting:
1. An accident occurring in course of employment when
there is no lost time or medical expense. If any doubt exists
as to subsequent medical expense or loss of time, Form K-15
should be prepared instead.
2. Any accident occurring outside the course of employmeijit,
irrespective of whether there is lost time or medical expense.
In case of lost time, if the employee has had two years or mor^
of continuous service on the eighth calendar day of absence.
Form G-2516, report of sickness disability, should also be pretf
pared
,
Prepare separate report for each employee injured.
Use Form K-15 for lost time accidents occurring while
on duty.
Age
Payroll Code
1. Neime of injured employee
2. Occupation Sex
3. Business address
4. Date of Accident Time a.m. p.m.
5. Full and detailed description of how accident happened.
6. Name and title of employee in immediate charge of work at
place where accident occurred.
7. Uames and home addresses of witnesses.
8. Was first aid rendered7 If so, when?
By whom? Address
9. Brief description of injury (if eye, finger, etc. specify)
10. Did employee visit medical dept.? If not, state reason.
Person furnishing information
Person making out form
Noted by

Department, so that advantage can be taken of the prices a "big
organization can get. Milk comes from the diary which is run
"by the farm on the grounds, sjid is of the highest quality. Pre ah
vegetables are supplied by the farm and from surrounding farms.
A large electric refrigerator insures their preservation. The
menu is carefully balanced and an effort is ffiade re ver to serve
the same thing on the same day each week. The dietitian also
tries to have the meals as different as possible from those
served in the central office dining rooms. It is interesting t(
note that in 1932 the average cost per meal, (and the meals wer<i
excellenti) counting just the actual food was 13 3/8^2^ and the
average cost per meal including the kitchen expenses was 19 l/3/f.
The camp buildings are made of chestnut, most of which was
felled and sawed on the grounds. In the construction of the
buildings, an effort has been made to retain a rustic effect
and, where possible, unsawed cedar loggjhave been used. An ef-
fort has also been made to spread the buildings out and blend
them with the landscape so as not to spoil the natural attrac-
tiveness of the camp site. The buildings consist of:
1. The main building - kitchen, dining hall,
sitting room, office.
2. Recreation Hall,
3« Eleven shacks for campers.
4. McPeek House - sleeping quarters for help.
Eftore, laundry.
5. Two wash houses.
6. Health House.
- ——
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7. Two cottages for the Camp Staff.
8. Cottage for Camp Director.
9. Week-end Cabin.
10. Arts and Crafts cabin.
11. Two latrines.
12. Wood, oil and coal sheds.
All the living quarters are carefully screened and the liv-
ing room, dining room and recreation hall have large fireplacesL
The athletic facilities include a swimming pool, two tennis
courts, a "basket hall and volley ball court, a large athletic
field, clock golf course and croquet field.
As in most camps, Sherwood considers its satisfied campers
as its best advertisement. The "Telephone Review", the New
York Telephone Company's monthly magazine for its employees,
contains in almost every issue a full page on Sherwood doings.
Posters, pamphlets and personal letters to old campers are sup-
plementary methods used to give the camp the widest possible
publicity.
Camp Sherwood has the problem common to many camps of try-
ing to convince prospective cainpers that it is not just an ex-
tension of company routine. Too often girls who have never
been to camp, but who have vivid imaginations, try to scare
their friends away by telling them of aL 1 the telephone rules
and regulations they will be sure to find and hov/ the campers
probably "talk shop" all the time! Of course, nothing could
be further from the truth; and it is to the girls who have
•c
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actually teen there that the camp must look for refutation of
this mistaken impression.
Camp Sherwood cannot "be considered a financial success.
It is self-supporting in that it pays itspperating expenses
—
staff salaries, wages, food, light, heat, laiindry and minor
equipment; "but it does not pay for insurance, depreciation,
original cost of land, etc. The difficulty of estimating its
success is, as the camp director putsjLt, "Like evaluating any
personnel project, it's hard to measure except by the goodwill
that you get from the girls when you are interested in their
well-being." When camp first opened there was a distinct feel
ing of class consciousness between the operators, supervisors
and chief operators and between the Traffic Department and the
Commercial or Accounting Departments. This feeling has been
practically wiped out and a better, more unified "company
spirit" is apparent.
The girls feel the camp is their own and that they can go
there alone and be sure to find congenial friends.
Its success as far as the campers are concerned is best
shown inthe following letters which are but four of the many
the camp director receives every summer from enthusiastic
campers.
LETTER No. 1 August 3, 1932.
"Just a few lines to let you know how much I appre-
ciate everything you have done to make my visits to
Camp so enjoyable, especially the last. I think you
know that I do appreciate everything even though I do
not always say so. Take, for instance, the other
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night when you took me down to Warwick. I think of
many things I want to say "but I never seem to be able
to say them when the occasion arrives. But just the
same the thought is there and row that I am home I
feel as though I must write.
"That was a most unfortunate affair about the
bus but I am sure it will not occur again- I do not
like such things to happen because it is an inconvenience
all around, although no one at Camp will say so, because
there is that certain, ?/hat shall I say— spirit of kind-
ness, Anyway it is a certain something which goes a
long way with me.
"I hope the rest of the summer will be most pleas-
ant and enjoyable to, you and your Staff and may every
Camper, old or new, learn to appreciate everyone and
everything at Camp as I do. See you all again real
soon. "
LETTER No. 2. August 19, 1932.
*! had such a marvelous time while I was at Camp
Sherwood I just had to write and tell you how I enjoyed
it. It was my first year and I certainly have regretted
the fact that I didn-'t go up before. I love camping but
this camp certainly is the camp of camps. I had a wonder-
ful time and I keep thinking of the hayride, dawn hike.
West Point trip, etc. Everyone of the staff are lovely
and the girls that come to the camp are great. I made
several friendships that I'm sure will last and I*m sure
every girl meets lots of new friends. It's a beautiful
spot and everything there is first rate.
"I'm on the waiting list for Labor Day, and I just
can't wait until I find out whether I'm coming or not.
All I've been talking and thinking about since I came
back is Camp Sherwood and I'm looking forward to the next
time when I will be on the way to dear old Camp Sherwood.
I feel as though I had known the camp for years, and I
certainly will boost the camp every chance that I get.
"Even though you don't know me, Miss Spencer, I
just had to write and tell you what I thought of Camp
Sherwood and everyone there. I just know that you are
g|grMt^nJ5Se^^?^laI^§flf°go]^i4o!fFllS«g^tM«I^8pe
it roils along fast."
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LETTER No. 3. August 23, 1932
"Just one week ago Saturday I returned from a won-
derful vacation spent at Camp*
"I was sorry that you could not "be there when our
"bus left so that I might tell you how much I enjoyed
each day spent at Sherwood.
"I know the secret of our happy times and though I
think you do, too, I want to let you know that I share
it with you.
"It is "best told, I think, "by a conversation I had
with one of the staff. I was trying to tell her how
much I appreciated the extra time and trouble she was
taking to help me to accomplish something I was anxious
to do hefore leaving Camp; and she said, •! am being
paid for it, you know.*
"I then said, 'You are not being paid for this .
*
and her answer to that was, 'Oh, but I like to do it.*
"That i^why we all love Sherwood so, because we
feel that each member of the Staff is helping us to have
a glorious vacation, not just from a sense of duty, but
because they ' like to do it*.
"Hoping to have the privilege of seeing you all
again each summer for many years to come."
LETTER No. 4 August 29, 1932
The following quotation is from a letter written by a
girl in Revenue Accounting after a stay at Camp Sherwood*
"Our visit to Sherwood proved to be all, and a
great deal more than Miss Werner claimed it to be.
To my mind and to the minds of all those who love out-
door life there is hardly a finer place to spend a vaca-
tion than at Camp Sherwood. Our only regret is that we
did not have more time to spend there.
"A day's program i^mmde up of eating, swimming,
hiking, tennis, baseball, newcombe, golf, parties,
trips out of canp and many other interesting events
too numerous to mention.
•*
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"I cannot fail to mention the dawn hike which turned
out to "be a great success after the members of Washing-
ton Heights Accounting office managed to literally drag
each other out of the hay at 5 a.m. , and to start out
with a few other campers on a hike to the top of Point
Lookout to watch the sunrise.
"During the short time we were in camp, under the
direction of some very amiahle instructresses, we were
all given the opportunity of perfecting our swimming
strokes and our skill at any game we desired.
"All in all it was a grand vacation and none of
us will "be satisfied until we are given another chance
to visit Camp Sherwood.
"I thought this was quite a testimonial to your
talk and the camp .
"
The next letter gives a tit of the other side of the picture
and furnishes food for thought*
LETTER No. 5.
"Following our recent discussion about Can^ Sherwood
I have loeen obtaining some first hand information as to
why girls don't take advantage of the opportunity if of-
ferw for vacation enjoyment
•
"The principle reasons given are:
1. A considerable number of the younger girls
would like to go but as their vacation choices
are limited they get a vacation either before
the opening of Camp or after it is closed*
2. The inability to be with friends either
girls in the Company who cannot get the same
vacation period or girl friends who are in
other kinds of business.
3. Inability to meet new people, apparently
J^^B^^en as dancing etc., was mentionedm this connection.
4. Too many restrictions as to hours, leaving
Camp, taking trips of their own choice, one
comment in particular was not being allowed
to go near the pool except at bathing hours.
There seemed to be no questions as to the
c
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merit of these restrictions but rather the
thought that as the individual did not like
one or more of them she would go somewhere
she could do as she wanted.
5. Girls who go away with mother or sisters who
would go to Camp if the family could come.
6. Desire for a complete severence of all
telephone associations during their vacation.
7. Inclination to experiment with a new place,
mostly from older people who had been at Camp
one or more years and wanted to try another
place this year.
8. Preferences for seashore rather than moxin tains.
9. Two comments on cost. These were from girls
who get a somewhat cheaper rate at some semi-
charitable summer camp.
10. That girls who had been there said they did
not like it.
11. Not enough life, can*t stay up late, no excite-
ment.
"These are put down as received and, while you have
doubtless heard them all before, and in all cases our Person-
nel Assisteoits and others can and do answer all of these
questions, these opinions account for why our people are
not applying for reservations.** District Traffic Manager.
The reaction of the company officials toward Camp Sherwood
)Ls clearly shown by the following letter, which was written while
the camp was about to begin its third year. Their point of view
toward the Camp and its value has not changed a bit and today,
Respite the depression, the Telephone Company is planning to run
pamp Sherwood again this suimner.
LETTER No. 6 June 14, 1923
"Vice-president: Treasurer: Secretary: General Counsel:
Chief Engineer: General Plant Manager: General Traffic
Manager: General Auditor:
) ^ .
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"Camp Sherwood at Warwick, N.Y., is now 'beginning
its third year of operation. The reactions that we
have had from the hundreds of our girls who have been
there during the past suimners are splendid, and their
testimony as to the success and happiness of their va-
cations has been enthusiastic in the extreme.
"Our Camp, as you probably know, has been built
and is managed with the one idea in mind: Of provid-
ing for all who go there an enjoyable, happy, carefree
and healthful vacation; full of iit erest and amusement
and with the best food and living accommodations that
thought and good management can provide, a vacation
in fact that will be remembered with great pleasure
•
"There is a competent staff of directors and in-
structors in every form of outdoor and indoor sports
suitable to camp life, and a continuous program of
lighter amusements such as arts and crafts, evening
entertainments, etc. Also for those who desire entire
rest and relaxation the natural surroundings of the
camp with its deep woods brooks and quiet walks make
conditions ideal.
"The popularity of the camp with those who have
been there is shown by the large percentage of those
who return from year to year, the registration lists
showing hundreds whose third summer this will be at
camp •
"While our posters and camp information bulletins
have been circulated widely and there have been con-
stantly articles and pictures in the Telephone Review,
I feel that the information of what the camp has to
offer may be brought still more prominently to the at-
tention of many to whom it would be a great benefit.
As there are still some vacancies for this summer, would
it not be possible for your supervisory employees in the
Metropolitan area when discussing vacations as they fre-
quently do with their subordinates, to tell them of the
advantages that Camp Sherwood offers; not of course with
the idea of soliciting patronage but that of making the
employees acquainted with opportunities it offers for a
splendid, enjoyable and economical vacation from every
point of view. " Vice President.
The figures in Table XII serve to show in a more concrete
way the development of the camp as far as nxambers are concerned
as well as to show how many girls have won five year pins.
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TABLE XII
Girls Who Have Spent Five Vacations at Sherwood
1926 - - 26 girls
1927 - - 13 girls
1928 - - 17 girls
1929 - - 26 girls
1930 - - 25 girls
1931 - - 34 girls
1932 - - 21 girls
Total 164 girls
ITim'ber of Vacationists 1921 - 1932
Traffic - - - 287
Other Depts. 11
Total Girls 298
1932
Manhattan Traffic -------- 149
Bronx-Westchester Traffic -- - - 57
Long Island Traffic ------- 150
New Jersey Traffic ------- 108
A. T. &T. 11
Upstate ------------- 9
Other Departments
Manhattan ------------ 38
Br onx-WestChester -------- 9
Long Island ----------- 35
New Jersey ----------- 17
Total Girls 583
fc
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7. GENERAL SUMMARY
It is interesting to note that all but one of the camps
studied, although they were picked at random, have been in ex-
istence about the same length of time. The camp seasons vary
from ten to fourteen weeks, longer than the usual private camp.
This is to be expected as an effort is naturally made to have
the camp open during the customary vacation period of business
girls. In business and industrial camps, even this is impos-
sible, as vacations often extend from April 1st to December 1st
The capacities of the camps studied varied from 48 to 110
campers and the rates from $9.50 a week to $15.00— the average
being about ii?12.00«
Table XIII gives a most significant comparison between the
rates for the summer of 1931 of these camps and those of 750
private children's camps throughout New England, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and Michigan. Except for the Police Recre|i-
tion Canrp, which admittedly is not a typical business girls*
ceunp, the highest rate is lower than the minimum private camp
charge. It is only fair to take into consideration that these
business girls* camps are, for the most part, not self-support-
ing and are not expected to be. The tremendous difference of
$37,50 a week, v/hich is the rate charged by the largest number
of the private camps, and $15.00, the maximum business camp
charge, is too great, however, to allow for merely a reasonable|
profit for each camper in the private camps and furnishes one
good reason why attendance at private camps has fallen off so
—*
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TABLE XIII.
A Comparison of Expense per lUTeek in Business Girls* and
Other Camps
I. Weekly Rate of Business Girls' Camps (1931)
Camp Isida $8.00--:|l2. 00
Camp Tawaki 9. 50-- 12.00
Camp Newaygo 10.00
Camp Kittredge 12.00-- 14.00
Camp Sherwood 15.00
II, Weekly Rate of 750 Private Camps in New England,
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Michigan
(1931) #
Rate per Week
No. of Camps (Based on S week season)
4 $15.63
27 18.75
10 - 21.78
44 — - 25.00
22 28.13
70 31.25
34 — "34.38
185 - 37.50
60 - — 40.63
178 43.75
25 46.88
54 50.00
6 - 53.13
23 — - 56.25
2 - 59.38
5 62.50
1 68.75
750
# These figures were taken from the prices listed
in Porter Sargent's A Handbook of Summer Camps
.
1931 Edition.
•*
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greatly diiring the past two depression years*
The location of the camps seemed excellent. With the excep
tion of Camp Sherwood, all camps were located on "bodies of water
and in every case the surroundings were ideal from the point of
view of privacy, isolation and scenic "beauty. Situated on hi^
ground and surrounded "by hills and forests, drainage was taken
care of and the drinking water supply was a'bundant. All the
camps reported frequent analysis of their drinking water. The
amount of land availa"ble varied from about five acres each for
the two camps situated in the Palisades Interstate Park to five
hundred acres.
The actual amount of acreage for each camp is shown clearly
in the following table:
SIZE OF CAMP PROPERTY
Camp Tawaki —
Camp Kittredge
Camp Newaygo
Camp Isida
Camp Sherwood •
5 acres
5 acres
• 25 acres
•100 acres
500 acres
The distance from the nearest town which had railroad con-
nections was from three to twelve miles. The latter seems a bit
far, although twelve miles is a short distance by automobile.
Tables XIV and XV taken together give a good idea of the loca-
tion of the camps as far as transportation problems are concernejld.
Table XIV measures up rather well with the average of five and a
half miles for the location from the nearest community or rail-
49
road station given in "Camping Out". Table XV when compared
with Table II shows that these camps are rather more than the
49 Weir, L. H. Camping Out, p. 28.
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TABLE XIV.
Distance from Nearest Community
3 miles
3 miles
3^ miles
7 miles
12 miles
TABLE XV.
Distance from Home Town
Camp 40 miles
Camp Tawaki - - - - •- - 50 miles
Camp Kittredge - - - 60 miles
Camp - - 65 miles
Camp - - 90 miles
Camp Newaygo -
Camp Tawaki
Camp Sherwood
Camp Kittredge
Camp Isida - -
•1
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average distance of 43 1/5 miles from tiieir home towns.
The camp directors seemed for the most part to be well-
trained women with experience ingirls work, if not in previous
camping. This was especially true of the directors of Camp
Sherwood, Camp Newaygo and Camp Isida. In one case the directo:'
impressed me as too much of simply a "housekeeper". A camp dirfc
tor should not he expected to he the dietitian as well as the
camp director.
It was impossible to tell anything about the personality
of the counselors from the data collected. A great deal was re-|
vealed about the conditions under which they worked. Two camps
preferred to give no salary schedule-- the others were about the
same as the usual run of camp salaries. Where a counselor is
employed during the rest of the year by the organization which
runs the camp, a certain amount is usually deducted from her
winter salary for room and board at camp.
The living quarters for the counselors were good, in every
case separate rooms, if not cabins being provided. This seems
wise in business girls camps where the girls are adults and muclj
prefer not to be xmder a counselor's supervision every minute.
Time schedules varied considerably. Some of the caonps made
the mistake. of having no definite numbers of hours which the
counselor was expected to work. This usually results in the
counselor either overworking or shirking some of her duty. Onljj
by planning a definite number of hours on duty for each member
of the staff can the work be evened up. I know of nothing that
(1
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causes friction more quickly among counselors than to have cer-
tain ones working many more hours a day than others, unless suclk
a condition is understood before camp opens. However, the oppo|
site extreme was found in one camp where a written record had
to "be kept by each counselor of every minute of her days work.
The record was divided into half hour periods for the entire
day. At best a great deal of valuable time was wasted in fill-
ing out such a detailed records; at worst, it led to frequent
"padding", if not actual dishonesty.
Actual time- off each week was generally sufficient. In
those cases in which a full day a week was not given, a morning
and an evening were provided. Staff conferences were stressed
as being very important for the smooth running of the camp, and
were regularly held at least once a week. The general plan in
these camps seemed to be to use partly employees and partly out!
eiders as counselors. Macy*s definitely favored as many employees
as possible, but department stores these days are in a unique
position, in that almost any sort of specialist C6in be found
selling in a store. The others felt that there v/as value in
having the girls meet people not connected with the organizatio^ji,
as well as finding it difficult to obtain well- trained people
for certain specialized activities, such as swimming, among the
personnel
•
The matter of rules and regulations was handled uniformly
by having as few as possible. This is essential, in such camps|
for no girl is going to spend the only free two weeks she has
ci.- - J..;
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1 #
diiring the entire year hemraed in by rules. Swimming and boat-
ing regulations are mandatory and the girls can readily see the
necessity for these, if properly explained.
The content of the camp program is pretty much the same
as the private camp, the big difference being that no one is
expected to participate unless they wish. The varied activitie
offered in these camps and the number providing each activity
is shown in Table XVI. As in private children's camps (see
Table III) swimming unanimously headed the list with arts and
crafts and dramatics well up toward the top. There is a defin-
ite danger in program planning in these camps which must be
guarded against and that is the problem of girls who lie around
most of the day and when eleven o'clock at night comes, begin
to feel wide awake. Obviously they not only disturb others,
but miss the greatest benefits which their vacation at camp
should provide. Were these girls expected to join in at least
one activity they would probably get interested in others and
80 be healthily tired at night.
The programs were generally planned by the campers and
staff together and an effort was made to make them flexible
and provide for the interests of the group. A splendid example
of program planning is found at Camp Isida where the girls
have one night a week as their own and take absolute charge of
it. Camp Sherwood tends to do too much for the girls in the
way of planning details after the campers have decided upon
their program in a broad way. A system of merits or awards is
s
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TABLE XVI
Activities Offered in Camps Studied
Activity No. Offering It
Swimmiing - -- -- -- -- 5
Arts and Crafts ----- 5
Dramatics ---- ----5
Hiking ----------5
Overnight Hikes ----- 5
Baset)all - -- -- -- -- 5
Games ---------- 5
Parties ----------5
Tennis ----------4
Folk Dancing -------4
Camp Fires --------4
Bus Trips --------4
Picnics -----4
Boating ---------3
Canoeing ---------3
Riding (extra charge) - - 3
Campcraft --------3
Nature Study -------3
Tap Dancing -------3
Basketball -------3
Sings ----------3
Golf (extra charge) - - - 2
Archery- ---------2
Bridge ----------2
War Canoeing -------1
Interpretive Dancing - - - 1
Fist Ball --------1
Track ---------- 1
Use of Kodak -------i
Story Hour ------- 1
Volley Ball 1
Quoits - -- -- -- -- -1
Backgammon
--------i
Deck Tennis
-------i
Clock Golf --------1
Croquet --------- 1
Hay Rides -------- 1
Camp Leadership Course - 1
f
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generally frovmed upon and rightly so. Only one camp mentioned
any form of award. In almost every case the camps studied men-
tioned as one of their problems the matter of planning a prograiij
that will suit the needs of those girls who return year after
year as well as those who are new campers. Camp Isida handles
the problem rather well by stressing a different activity every
year. Last year dramatics was emphasized, resulting in an
aroused interest which led to the girls building an outdoor
theatre. It is a problem which requires constant thought and
attention.
Camp safety and health axe especially well taken care of a'
Camp Sherwood. The close cooperation of the Telephone Company
Medical Department and the constant safety education campaign
conducted by the Camp Director do much to bring this about. It
was surprising how little thought the other camps seemed to givf
this important problem, with the one exception of water safety.
Two cajnps take special pride in the quality and quantity
of food served. The camp director at Kittredge said that she
felt one important item in the success of the camp was the
plentifulness and excellency of the food. One of the first
things new campers want t-^ know when they reach caomp is what
the food is like and whether there are always plenty of "secondj^"
Business girls are no different from children in this respect.'
In two of the camps, there seemed to be more equipment tha|i
was actually needed. 'For example, when one of these built a
new recreation hall two years ago, a stage with droplights.
t
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footlights, and curtain was proyided. That stage cannot mean
to the girls what the Camp Isida stage must mean to the Macy
campers. Not one "bit of effort was required on their part to
obtain it.
The buildings were for the most part adequate. Camp
Sherwood has done an especially good piece of work in blending
the shacks into the scenery so that they add rather than detract
from the beauty of the place.
In discussing the above points I have purposely omitted the
Police Recreation Gamp because it cannot be considered a typical
business girls' camp. It has much of the camp about it, but the
equipment is so elaborate that it would not be fair to compare
the others with it.
VII . Cone lusion
In this paper an effort has been made to study organized
camps for business girls in the United States by selecting one
of five different types of such camps and comparing them. A
survey of the literature in the field of camping was made in or-
der to determine the ideal situation in regard to camp location,
leadership, organization, program, safety and health precautions!,
food and equipment. Where it was not possible to obtain first
hand material on the six camps— Gamp Newaygo, Camp Tawaki, Kittrj^dge
Camp, Police Recreation Gamp, Camp Isida and Camp Sherwood— the
questionnaire method supplemented by camp folders was used. The
conclusions reached concerning business girls* camp may be
•1
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summarized as follows:
A. The Value and Importance of Business Girls* Camps as Judged
loy Those Studied:
1. The fact that these camps have continued to grow in
numlaers ever since being established seems to prove a real need
2. The fact that a good percentage of the girls return yea|
after year seems to indicate that they are fulfilling this need
in part at least.
3. Y.W.C.A. and girls club camps give the business girl an
opportunity to meet other business girls with varied interests
and so enlarge their acquaintance.
4. Many old campers refer constantly to the lasting frieni|
ships T«^ich they have made at these camps.
5. They lead business girls to spend their vacations in
the country when they would not otherwise do so.
6. They are a place where a business girl can go alone for
a vacation with perfect safety.
7. They make a vacation possible for many business girls
who could not afford to go to a regular summer resort.
8. They give a business girl an opportunity to learn how
to live in a group, provided she is willing to be taught.
9. They give a business girl a chance to learn to know the
beauty of flowers, trees, stars and the fun of living out-of-
doors— often for the first time.
10. They send a business girl back to the city rested physi
cally and mentally.
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11. Business and indust.vial camps are unique in that they:
a. Afford a splendid opportunity for employees
to get acquainted with each other.
h. Stimulate a spirit of cooperation and good
fellowship toward the organization which
runs the camp.
c. Help to break down any feeling of superiority
which may exist "between various departments
in a large company.
d. Tyend to give the girls a feeling of pride in
the company, i.e., it develops a better
"company spirit".
e» Often make employment with the company seem
more valuable to the girl. "I won't leave
the company because then I can't come to camp."
B. The Desirability of Having More of These Camps.
Although it is hard to estimate just how many business girls*
camps there are the number cannot be very great, especially the
number of business and industrial camps. The shorter working
day and week which has already become a fact and probably is hei|e
to stay, means more leisure time. Camp furnished an opportunitjl
to do things that can't be done in the city and satisfies the
urge to get back to a more primitive life. As urban populationi^
continue to grow more business girls camps will be needed to
care for those who will increasingly seek through this medium
rest and relaxation that camp life affords.
C. The Probable Future of These Camps .
This is a difficult question to answer at a time like this.
The main difficulty lies in the matter of expense. In order to
fulfill their purpose business girls' camps cannot charge high
rates. In many cases a big deficit is incurred by the organizalSion
41
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running the camp and at best expenses are just covered with no
surplus. In ordinary times, "business and industrial concerns,
as well as such organizations as the Y.W.C.A. andjoirls* Clubs
feel justified in operating such a camp at a deficit if need
be, because of the great benefits that result, which cannot be
measured in terms of money. Today when every cent is ques-
tioned, such camps are often considered luxuries and the im-
mediate future, at least as far as new camps are concerned,
is not very bright. It is, however, noteworthy that with the
exception of the smallest of the camps studied, not one is con-
sidering closing because of the depression. Their sponsors
firmly believe that now, more than ever, such camps have per-
manent value.
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